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Warning: What’s the best part about February? It’s one of the months with
“R” in its name, so you can eat oysters this month. Aside from that, it’s not a
great riding month unless you live way south; and if you do, we’re very jealous,
because we’re not getting too much riding done up here, unless it’s on a snow-
mobile. But you know the same rules apply—dress for the crash, not for the
pages of Vogue. Most of you would look silly in one of those strapless silk
dresses anyhow. Of course, there’s a few of you on the distaff side who would
look great ...arf! arf! Okay, this is too silly, where’s the delete key....

How To
Subscriptions: Subscriptions are avail-

able from Trail Rider Magazine, P.O. Box
497, Winchester, NH 03470, at $25 U.S.
per 12 issues (one year). Canadian sub-
scriptions are $53 yearly, in U.S. funds.
We’re not selling overseas subscriptions
any more. To pay by credit card or Paypal
log onto www.trailrider.com or call 800-
426-4214. At the online address you can
pay with an E-check as well as credit
cards or Paypal. You can also renew your
subscription online.

Renewals: If you like Trail Rider, and plan
to renew, it would be really helpful if you
looked at the label on your magazine and
checked the expiration date. When you
start getting close to expiring (the maga-
zine, not you), send in a check along with
the order blank from an issue, or just your
name, address, and sub number (above
your name on the label), and tell us that
you want to renew. This way we can avoid
sending out a renewal notice, which will
save us money we can then spend on food.
If you drag your feet and forget to renew
until you stop getting issues, there’s no
way we can “start you with the last issue”
you missed. We have to start you with the
next scheduled mailing, and you’ll have to
buy the missed issues as back issues, if
we have any left. We mail out the magazine
every month like clockwork, on or about the
17th, so renew as early in the month as
possible in order to not miss it.

Back Issues: A limited number of back
issues are available from various years of
Trail Rider. Learn about back issues from
www.trailrider.com or call 800-426-4214,
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. weekdays. Don’t
use the shotgun approach and tell us to
“send all the mags with XR400 tests” or
we’ll have to disappoint you. (Hint: We
never had an official XR400 test bike).

Address Changes: If you don’t want to
miss an issue, let us know in advance of
your move, so we can update our files
before we mail your magazine into the
ozone. The P.O. is supposed to forward
magazines if you tell them to, but they
don’t do it in a hurry.

Newsstand Sales: You won’t find Trail
Rider in any convenience stores. You can
get Trail Rider in some motorcycle shops,
and some day we plan to print a list of
them. Shops can sell Trail Rider easily.
We’ll sell you a minimum of six issues (non-
returnable) at a price you won’t lose
money on, and we’ll pay shipping. Call us.

Advertising: Retail advertisers are
strongly encouraged to get in touch with
us i f  you want to advert ise in  the
Northeastern market, because we’ve got a
dedicated, faithful readership of about
5,000 hardy souls, and the number is
growing steadily every month. Besides
that we like to eat, as we explained above.
Advertising is what keeps this rag alive,
and we appreciate your business.

Contributors: We pay $50 a page for
copy, and $10 each for photos on assigned
race reports. We don’t pay anything for
fiction or travel pieces, but we’ll spell your
name right. Call us and we’ll talk about it.
Better yet, send an e-mail.

Yankee Trader: Subscribers can adver-
tise their bikes for sale free in Yankee
Trader. Just write it down and mail it in,
don’t call us with it. Thanks!
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the Ossa Pioneer and the Bultaco Matador
Mark 3, two very competitive Spanish
machines of the day. So much time was spent,
back then, arguing which was better, the
Bultaco or the Ossa; and then later on it was
the Husky or the Penton, or the Insert-Your-
Bike-Here. The point was, they were all a great
way to get out in the woods and see what
nature was up to while we had our back turned.

Finally, the magazine closes with a two-page
story on the subject of chain care, something
that was always on the mind of most of us back
then—those of us who wanted to keep riding
every day. You see, those were the days of non
o-ring chain, and chain that was basically
adapted from whatever was manufactured for
industrial purposes. The chains we used were
basically engineered to function best in an oil
bath, as would be easy to do in an industrial
application. Take that same chain and stick it
on the back of a motorcycle trying to get
though the swampy, muddy woods, and you
had a recipe for disaster. 

I’ve written about this same subject a number
of times, and it bears repeating once again:
What was the biggest technical advance in off-
road riding in the past 40 years? Motorcycle-
specific chain, and later on, o-ring chains.
Motorcycle specific, because at some point
aftermarket companies like Hi-Point started
selling chains that had tighter tolerances than
run of the mill machine chain. And I know this
for a fact, because at one time I remember a
group of us bought a whole spool of 520-
equivalent machinery chain because it was real
cheap (this was in the early ‘70s). Cheapness
mattered, because with any chain we were
lucky to get more than one enduro finished
with the chain intact. Can you imagine that?
One enduro, then throw away the chain. It was
common and typical. So we cut what we need-
ed off the spool, fitted it to the bike and went
riding. We’d lube it as much as we could, but it
would be worn out after the next enduro, or
after four weekends of riding, at the most. 

Even in the early ‘80s, my after-race regimen
would include taking the chain off the bike and
dropping it into my pan of drain oil, where it
would live ‘til Friday, when I would hang the
chain up and let it drip off into the pan. This
way the chain was clean and about as oiled as
it could get, and ready for the weekend. And oh
yeah, I knew what I was doing—I even had a
heavy wire mesh in the bottom of the drain pan
to keep the resting chain up off the bottom, and
away from any residual water that was laying
there. High tech!

Good lord, I sound like an old codger.
This two page article in May 1970 Trail Rider

dealt with the problem by telling the reader
how to devise an on-the-bike oiling system,
something that was somewhat effective and
gloriously messy; but at least it made you feel
like you were doing something to save your
chain. By the mid to late ‘80s, o-ring chain
emerged in a shrill hysteria about all the horse-
power that was being eaten up by all that o-ring
friction, but for the first time we found some-
thing that could maybe last a little longer than
one enduro.

And that’s exactly what it was like, forty
years ago. �

The second issue of New
England Trail Rider maga-

zine was interesting in many ways.
Looking through it, you get a sense that what

Bob (Hicks, the editor/owner) had in mind was
a serious outlet for real recreational trail riding.
In his Editorial in that second issue (May,
1970) he talked about “crashing” a meeting of
hikers and state officials to get a sense of what
the attitude was toward trail bikers. The atti-
tude was a little bit of grumbling towards
snowmobilers and, to a lesser extent, trail bik-
ers, but also a real concern that horse riders
were getting in and wrecking the hiking trails.
Real hikers hate to share trails, but if you put
yourself in their shoes it can be intimidating to
have to get out of the way of a bunch of “cra-
zies” on internal combustion machines.
Probably not so bad as trying to squeeze
around a 1200 pound manure factory that
might take a notion to kick you!

Another extensive map section of the maga-
zine kept this thread going, with time spent
pointing out how to read the map and discern
where the trails might be ridable, and where
they won’t be. Most hiking trails, rightly point-
ed out, are too steep and “tight” to ride on any-
thing other than a trials bike piloted by an
experienced rider. It was also pointed out, on
the map, that a certain set of trails in the vicin-
ity of a golf course were probably golf cart
trails, and should be stayed far away from!
Those were different days, remember. Trail rid-
ing was still in its late infancy, and as a

teenaged rider at the time I can tell you for cer-
tain that we would ride just about anywhere a
good trail presented itself, and only avoid the
area after we were chased off.

The readers were also introduced to the
mechanics of a roll chart holder
in the second issue of Trail
Rider, and how  set up a route
sheet to be readable and under-
standable in the roll chart hold-
er, or route sheet holder as it’s
called here. Bob describes what
an enduro route sheet is, and
how the enduro rider follows it
to get where they’re supposed
to be going. He also talks about
setting up your own route sheet,
and if you don’t have accurate
mileage figures you can lay the
turns out according to known
landmarks along the way. In the
story Bob says that some riders
make their own route sheet holders, but why
bother when for a measly $10 you can buy one
right from Trail Rider. Crass commercialism!

Moving on in the issue, there’s a lot more
space devoted to trail access, including a two-
page spread shot of New Hampshire’s north
country, looks like early winter, with Mt.
Washington and the Presidential Range viewed
from the southwest. The headline says “Is
There Room Here for Trail Bikes?” Like most
questions asked in magazine headlines and
coverlines, the answer is a tentative “no,” but

the writer points out that there is a network of
logging roads all over these mountains just
asking to be explored.

Logging roads? In the White Mountain
National Forest? Oh yes, from centuries of log-

ging activities. There was a
time, many years back now,
when scenery wasn’t worth
much in New England; not
as much as the trees were,
that’s for sure. That’s evident
everywhere up here. The
town I live in is densely
wooded, trees everywhere;
yet all the old historical
records praise the view from
the tops of local hills, and
photographs from before the
turn of the 20th century all
back it up with incredible
long views from places we
can’t even find now because

of the dense woods. At one time, every tree in
New England was fair game, and generally
most every one that was cut down was burned
for one purpose or another. So when folks talk
about the “virgin wilderness” all around us,
point out the logging roads, stone walls and
cellar holes just about everywhere.

Anyhow, later on in the book is an introduc-
tion to enduro riding. Here’s a subject all of us
good woods riding writers have just about
worn ourselves out on. It’s a great trail ride
with the added spice of competition. What
more can be said? There’s also a profile on Dr.
Dave Latham, an accomplished enduro rider of
the time and a good friend and riding partner of
Mr. Hicks. Dave was an enduro champion of
the time, and would go on to ride the ISDT in
future years. Dave is still out there, always
active, and can sometimes be seen riding
adventure bike on the smoother roads these
days.

There’s also some nuts and bolts features in
this issue. A new products page entitled Good
for the Woods is a fun read. It’s always great to
read about the cool stuff you could get back
then. Waxed cotton Belstaff or Barbour jackets
and pants were a sought-after thing back then.
A jacket would set you back the princely sum
of $35 in 1970, a fair amount of money. Have
you ever worn a waxed-cotton jacket? They
were somewhat waterproof, actually quite
heavy, and not what you’d call “breathable”
unless you unzipped the front. There’s a picture
here of a guy wearing a Belstaff one-piece suit,
which had to be the equivalent of a portable
sauna. The popular goggles, gloves and boots
of the time are also shown.

The next pages show a comparison between
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• Quite possibly the most bizarre item in
the Believe It Or Not Gallery is Tom Fitz,
from St. Louis, Missouri, who does not have
any stickers on his bike or van!

• Then we have Marvin Convert, from
Slickrock, New Jersey, who walked into a
dealership, paid full retail for a bike, and
didn’t try to weasel anything extra out of the
dealer. The dealer is recovering at Sisters of
Mercy Psychiatric Clinic as of this writing,
from a severe case of shock.

• In 2009, Paul Martin, Los Angeles,
California, ordered a part for an Italian vin-
tage bike (a 250 Parilla), and the dealer had
the part in stock!

• In the fall of ‘85, Hank Pillard
(Memphis, Tennessee) heard a loud bang
and his Honda 250 quit running. A friend
told him it was just probably a fouled plug,
and nothing serious. Imagine his surprise
when he put in a new plug and the bike ran
perfectly from that day onward.

• Right before Christmas, Larry Blunt
found a bike in the want-ads that seemed to
meet his needs: “For Sale: ‘91 Suzuki
RMX250, in perfect condition. Many
extras.” Imagine his shock when he found
out that the bike was, indeed, perfect! Even
more astonishing was the fact that the price
was right, and all the extras were usable
items!

• In late ‘74, at the peak of the dirt bike
boom, Wally Gundmonson went to a race

that promised great trophies to 1-2-3 in each
class. He was stunned to take home a three-
foot trophy for getting third in the 250
Junior class. He never raced again.

• Frank Duvall (Columbus, Ohio; fall
2007) was truly amazed to find accurate
directions and a map in the mail for an
enduro held 200 miles from his home. As
luck would have it, though, his van tossed a
timing chain and he scattered his motor over
the highway three miles from the race site.

• Just three months ago, little Billy Baxter
(Portland, Oregon) received a new mini
bike, and the first thing he did was thor-
oughly read the owner’s manual. To the
astonishment of his neighbors, he did not
saw the muffler off his YZ80 and ride up
and down the street the day after Christmas.

• Mary Lou Spitner (Baltimore, Maryland)
has owned a three-wheeler for almost 35
years, and has never run over her own foot!

• Young Ted Fortnit (14, from Terre Haute,
Indiana) actually worked on his paper route
for two years, saved his money and paid for
his own first bike, without badgering his
parents to buy one for him.

• Vintage bike fan Phil Philbert (Fargo,
North Dakota) dropped his Sachs gearbox in
his garage, and actually found all the parts!

• Mike Dubois has never lost a tool in his
garage, and even though he lends tools con-
sistently to friends at the track, gets all of
them returned!

• On February 27, ‘90, John Milquecrate
loaned a can of chain lube out, with the
promise to have it returned quickly. Much to
his amazement, the can was returned, and
not empty, within ten minutes—a new world
record!

• On October 19, ‘88, Delbert Floon
(Cleveland, Ohio) broke the shifting pawl
on his ‘67 Greeves Anglian trials bike while
practicing. In desperation, he yelled out
loud at the gathered trials riders: “Anybody
got a shifting pawl for a Greeves Anglian?”
Two riders there had the needed part, and
both immediately engaged in a spirited bid-
ding duel to sell the pawl for the lowest
price.

• Allen Johnson (31, an enduro rider from
Jacksonville, Florida) ordered an expensive
enduro computer, and was actually able to
figure out how to work it without cursing or
making expensive phone calls to the maker.

• One monumental evening in July, ‘74, all
the members of the Dirt Diggers Motorcycle
Club, Southern California branch, showed
up for the meeting.

• A real stunner: In the fall of 2008, all the
members of the Ohio Trail Riders showed
up for an enduro work party. However, as
usual, very little work was done.

• The AMA made a change in rules that
allowed two strokes to compete with four
strokes of the same size in motocross rac-
ing. Nah, that’s too hard to believe! �

They recently had a show on the tube that
featured all the weird things from

Ripley’s Believe It Or Not. I sat there, fasci-
nated, watching vignettes about an Indian
fakir with hair 40 feet long and a guy who
ate a whole car, although it took him a very
long time to get the job done.

Which, naturally, brought me to some of
the stranger things in the World of Dirt
Bikes that have never been exposed to the
public at large. Let me correct that with this
very column.

• In the fall of ‘82, Fred Wankle of
Lebanon, Pennsylvania, ordered a “univer-
sal saddle cover kit” from a mail order
house, and it actually fit on his bike!
Strange, but true.

• Spring, ‘89. An off-season race was held,
and the advertisements promoted the fact
that 20 (count ‘ em!) big-name MX stars

would show up; lo and behold, all 20
showed up, as advertised! The promoters
were in a mild state of shock for days.

• A 19-year-old trail rider named Tex
Blufert, from Dallas, Texas, has a can of
chain lube with spray that does not fling or
fly off.

• Andrew Poole, from Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, actually has a “friendly” local
dealer.

• Willard Stumpwhacker, from Froglick,
Louisiana, has a YZ490 that does not ping,
rattle or detonate, and has never seized!

• Trials riding, billed several times as the
“fastest-growing segment of the sport” by
industry experts, has never made it big-time.

• When John Wilson (Boston,
Massachusetts) placed an ad in the paper for
his five year old Yamaha YZ250, he received
18 inquiries about the bike. He gave all 18

callers his address and directions to his
house, and all 18 showed up!

• Millard Fenster, of Chicago, Illinois,
actually called up his congressman to
express his opinion about land closure—
and got through to him!

• Howard Case, from Phoenix, Arizona,
picked up his brand new CR450 from his
dealer, and found that it was jetted perfect-
ly! He was so stunned he promptly crashed
and was in a cast for two months.

• Max Carson, from Victorville,
California, actually met a friendly Bureau of
Land Management ranger, who showed him
some neat legal places to ride.

• Even stranger is the case of Myron Blutz,
of Carson, Nevada, who, in ‘97, met a Sierra
Clubber, while trail riding, who said, “Well,
there’s room for us all out here in the
desert.”
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from one side of the fuse block to the other, so
you can change a circuit at a whim if you like.
Very cool stuff. The Fuzeblock will handle up
to 10 amps on a single circuit, and a maximum
of 30 amps total. You can check it out at
www.fuzeblocks.com.

Husky Sales Up
While the U.S. motorcycle market endured

some tough times as a whole in 2009,
Husqvarna had a winning year on the track and
in the sales department. "Retail sales were up
9% compared to 2008," says Husqvarna
Motorcycles North America President Mark
Brady. "This was a phenomenal result consid-
ering that 2009 was our first full year of opera-
tion in the USA."

According to just-released industry sales fig-
ures, U.S. motorcycle sales declined 41% in
the past year, yet Husqvarna is happy to have
bucked this negative trend. "Our sales acceler-
ated through the end of the year, increasing
98% for the last two months of the year." This
late sales spike pushed Husqvarna up to 9% in
y-t-d sales overall. "This is a true testament to
both our dedicated dealers and great new prod-
ucts, such as the new 250cc model range,"
explains Brady.

Husky's new TE250, with the brand-new
super-light engine, is starting to get reviews
across the country, and all seems positive so
far. We're looking forward to getting a test bike
here, as soon as the permafrost starts to break
up, so stay tuned. �
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It’s Gold
If you’d like a suggestion from the staff here

at Trail Rider, turn to page 24 right now and
read the interview Jon Bentman did with Bruce
Brown, creator of the On Any Sunday movie.
Back in the old days, Super Hunky used to get
excited and rush into the office with a new pro-
ject saying “this is gold, I tell ya! Pure gold!”
Well, Bentman’s interview is just that, a perfect
period of time spent with the legendary and
humble Bruce Brown, and we’ve already read
it three times. Great story, And if you haven’t
seen Brown’s Endless Summer films, as well as
son Dana Brown’s Step Into Liquid—and if
you haven’t seen On Any Sunday, God for-
bid—go rent or buy all of them and do it now.
You won’t be disappointed. You know how On
Any Sunday made you want to ride? Endless
Summer will make you want to surf. Gold, it’s
all gold.

Portugal ISDE DVD
Ignition3 has their DVD set for the 2009

Portugal ISDE finished, and it's just exactly
what we've come to expect from the Lague
boys at Ignition3. They traveled all over the
course for better than a week at the Six Days,
so you can see all the terrain features that
everyone's talking about-all that deep sand, the
dry, rocky mountains. You get to follow what
happens to the team members during the week,
with brief interviews every
day as the action unfolds. In
some ways, it's better than
being there; but on the other
hand you'll never learn from
this video just how well
coastal Portuguese folks
can grill fresh fish. 

The main ISDE show is
one hour and 22 minutes,
following the race from
start to finish. Included in
the set is a bonus disk with
features on a couple of the
qualifiers, a few other inter-
esting bits and two different
special tests seen from
Chilly White's helmet cam.
The hardest part about watching the helmet
cam videos is wanting to shift at some other
point than where Chilly is shifting. But it does
give you a good idea of how rough that
Portuguese sand got over the course of a week.

This DVD set is well worth the $30 they're
asking for it; like we said it's the next best thing
to being there. You can pick it up by going on
line to www.isde.tv.

GNCC Contingencies
The 2010 GNCC season is getting

ready to start up, and contingency
awards have been announced for the
GNCC series by Honda, Yamaha and
Kawasaki; so if you're on any of those
bikes, check out the contingency news at
www.gnccracing.com and make sure you
get with the program. Racing is a whole
lot easier if somebody is helping to pay
the way!

Dakar 2010
After over two weeks of fantastic racing in

Argentina and Chile, the Dakar Rally has
returned to finish in Buenos Aires. Rally
PanAm rider Jonah Street rode his Top One
Oil/ PAi rally bike into the parc fermé, finish-
ing the rally in seventh place overall.

The winner of two special stages in this 32nd
edition of the Dakar Rally, and the leader in the
general standings since stage 3, Frenchman
Cyril Despres (KTM) is the winner of the 2010
Dakar. Despres was 1h02'52 ahead of
Norwegian rider Pal Anders Ullevalseter
(KTM), and 1h09'48 ahead of
Chilean rider Francisco "Chaleco"
Lopez Contardo (Aprilia). Despres
won the rally raid for the third time
after two previous victories in 2005
and 2007.

All of the Dakar competitors rode a
parade lap through huge crowds in
the city of Buenos Aires, and cele-
brated at a massive podium ceremo-
ny. Jonah and the entire Rally PanAm
team would like to thank all of their
sponsors and supporters for helping
them be the top American team and a major
contender in international cross-country rally
racing.

SuperHunky.com
Hunky finally did it. His new

improved web site is finally up and
operating. You'll be able to have free
dirt bike classified ads. Anything to
do with dirt bikes, riding gear, parts,
trailers and haulers can be put in the
freebie ads. We will not accept ads
for street bikes, cars or anything not
related to dirt bikes. Your ad will run
for three months, or until you notify
us that your listing has been sold.

If you want to run a photograph
with your ad, it will cost an extra
dollar. You can run as many photos
as you want, and they will cost one
dollar each. If you want to run a very
large ad of 100 words, it'll cost one
dollar more.

There you have it, no mystery.
A few words of warning. Ads in poor taste

will not run. Also bogus ads will be bounced.
Ads will not be accepted from dealers or com-
panies. This is meant to be a place where dirt
bikers can talk straight to other dirt bikers.

In addition, the Don't Ask column from Off-
road.com will appear every month in the new
site. Also, there'll be a Q. and A. forum for the

readers and a whole
bunch of new stories and
features by Matt Cuddy
and Hunky hisself. Our
new features will have
the kind of stuff you can't
find anywhere else. Want
to know what it really
costs to rebuild a new
four stroke? What are
shops around the country
charging for this service?

What are the kinds of things that you are not
being told about the new bikes?

All you guys with older bikes should have a
home here at www.superhunky.com. We won't
forget about 10 year old YZs, funky old XRs,
two stroke RMs, Kawasakis, Maicos and all the
good old European bikes we've come to know
and love.

So take a look at what we have lined up.
That's www.superhunky.com Bookmark it!

Efficient Electrics
We've been working on outfitting a new long-

distance adventure bike here at Trail Rider, and
there's one product
we've found that
has impressed us so
much, we want to
let you know about
it right away. You
know how much
trouble you take to
wire your bike for
electrical acces-
sories. You might
want a plug for an
electric vest, for a

GPS, wiring for heated grips, maybe auxiliary
lights and very possibly a "cigarette lighter"
socket, either BMW style or regular; or maybe
even both. And normally what you wind up
with is five or six separate wire combinations
all terminating back at the battery with a col-
lection of ring terminals. Ever get to the point
that you couldn't get another ring terminal to fit
under the battery bolt? What you need is a cir-
cuit box, dude, and we've found a great one. An
outfit called "fuzeblocks.com" makes a tough
little circuit board in a box, with a special fea-
ture we've not found anywhere else-and on-
board relay. The Fuzeblock can handle six sep-
arate circuits, with six separate grounds, which
is very important because you don't want to be
grounding through a motorcycle frame. The
best part is that the Fuzeblock has a relay on
board, and you can choose whether you want
each circuit to be live all the time or switched
on and off with the key. Selecting between the
two is as easy as switching that circuit's fuse

BreakingNews
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3/4 Daytona Dirt Riders Nat. Enduro
www.floridatrailriders.org/ddr/

3/6-7 The Maxxis General GNCC, Washington, GA
3/14 ECEA Scrub Pine Enduro
3/20-21 FMF Steele Creek GNCC, Morganton, NC
3/21 ECEA Sandy Lane Enduro
3/28 ECEA Curly Fern Enduro
3/28 Lubbock Trail Riders Nat. Enduro

www.lubbocktrailriders.org
3/28 NETRA Spring Challenge Hare Scrambles
3/28 WNYOA Enduro Curly Fern (SJER)

ECEA www.ecea.org
NETRA www.netra.org

AGP www.atlanticgrandprix.com
GNCC www.GNCCracing.com

NEOC www.northeastoffroad.org
AMA www.nationalenduro.com
OMA www.omanationals.com

WNOYA www.wnyoa.net
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cians that were previously skep-
tical, if not downright against off
road riding. The group had made
headway towards legitimate
legal off road riding in the state
of CT for the first time in any-
one’s memory. CTU had
achieved this through a group
effort, but, Dan Salomone was
the driving force behind this
group and should be recognized
for it. If you knew him, you knew
how much drive he had if he
wanted something. ‘No’ meant
‘yes’ in his eyes, when the DEP
or somebody told him that it
would not happen.

He was not afraid to battle
anyone over anything and would
go right through you if you stood
still long enough. His attitude
was there was no reason that off
road riding shouldn’t be recog-

nized by our government as a
legitimate sport, and that we
should be able to have a place to
safely recreate. It was this atti-
tude that was a catalyst for many
of the members of CTU to feel
empowered and voice their opin-
ion to their representatives. He
spent countless hours at CTU
meetings, attending hearings and
testifying at the state house. This
is time that he sacrificed for the
cause, away from his family and
friends, so that we (you) would
have a chance to ride legally. For
those who did not know him,
realize that Dan was a guy who
unselfishly was fighting behind
the scene for you and your rights
to ride a motorcycle.

On the personal side, Dan was a big part of
my racing success; as he was instrumental in
securing sponsorships and giving valuable
support with bike set up, training and the men-
tal edge it takes to win races. He was a trusted
friend and you could count on him anytime,
anyplace – just the kind of guy he was. We all
miss our riding buddy and it has
been tough to realize he is gone.

I was extremely pumped earlier
this year to hear that the Salmon
River Riders were going to re-name
the Gypsy Moth enduro in memory
of Dan. I want to thank the club for
doing this, as this was a fitting trib-
ute to him and it was special
because it was located so close to
his home. I have ridden many of
those trails with Dan and I knew
this would be an emotionally chal-
lenging day. The moment of silence
on minute one was a tough start to

the day, as I had to pull it together and focus on
hammering this event. I entered the first section
at idiot speed and almost piled it up a half
dozen times in that short first section. I was
able to mentally regroup and settle into a
smooth and fast rhythm for the remainder of
the race. It was a special day and I am grateful
for the opportunity to ride this event because it
felt as though I was railing with my buddy Dan
one more time.

I can attest to Pat’s statement about riding
like a lunatic in section one. When he came by
me on a steep, slick, off camber downhill that I
was practically bulldogging my bike down, he
was blipping the throttle every time his wheels
would touch the ground for a second, literally
jumping his way down the hill. Crazy!

While I still can’t say that I now know Dan
Salomone, I do know that he was a respectable,
courageous, and generous person and I know
that I benefit from being in the same broad cir-
cle as him, and for that I am grateful. I would
like to express my condolences to his family.
While they will no doubt miss him, it’s obvious
that they can sure as hell be proud to always be
part of him. �

Chester, CT 11/22/09

Each year the Gypsy Moth enduro falls at
the tail end of the season, and has been

held at a gravel processing facility in Deep
River for the past few years. This year brought
a couple of changes to the Salmon River
County Riders’ premier event. First, the start
venue was moved to the next town over and
onto a property owned by the Chester Airport
Co. This is a large engineering facility, I
believe, and we were able to utilize their back
parking lot.

The second change was in the name of the
event, and I will devote most of my allotted
magazine space to that subject. Before I do, I
want to briefly address those who made a name
for themselves, if only on this day, at this event;
and for some, well beyond.

Pat Timothy surpassed Brooks Hamilton’s
score by two points, 12 to 14, for the overall
win at the Dan Salomone Memorial Enduro,
while Brooks rounded out another
Championship winning season. The A High
Point trophy went home with a past champion,
Bert Guerrette who edged out John Sadowski
on tiebreaker points with a 22 on his card. B
High Point went to B Senior rider Jim Donahue
with 33 points. The big C class trophy was won
by Heavy rider Jeff Walker, who destroyed the
class with a 25 point card on a shortened
course. Duncan Broach and Al Zitta won the
Super Senior and Masters classes, respectfully,
and posted an 18 and 22 which directly com-
pare to the C class. Not too shabby
when you figure these two guys have
a combined age of about 118!

I want to get back to the name
change of the event and the person
behind that. Dan Salomone was an
avid rider, club member, and enthu-
siast in our community. Obviously
he touched some people’s lives and
will be sorely missed. Apparently, he
touched the lives of some of us who
never even met the man, possibly
every person reading this article
right now, in some way or another,
me included. While I could see that
Dan made a lasting impression, I am
admittedly ignorant as to who he
was, and for this I am a bit ashamed.

So I set out to educate myself a lit-
tle and in my search I found one per-

son who knew Dan quite well and was willing
to speak with me. The following is from a let-
ter I received from Pat Timothy
when I asked him to shed some
light on who Dan was, and it is
printed here in his words, for he
is far more qualified to tell you
about Dan Salomone than I ever
could be:

Dan was the husband of
Yolanda and father of two chil-
dren; daughter Alexis, 13, and
son Kyle, 11. He enjoyed riding
motorcycles, hunting, fishing and
coaching youth football. He was
43 years old and had been riding
dirt bikes for over 30 years. He
started working in the motorcy-
cling industry around 1998,
working for C-Cycle Suspension
and then began working as the
northeast sales rep for KTM in
2000. He had many highlights
working for KTM, such as secur-
ing top riders to ride for KTM
like John Dowd, Keith Johnson
and Justin Barcia to name a few.
He was recently employed by the
Piaggio Group (Aprilia, Moto
Guzzi and Vespa) as the north-
east sales rep. He was also an
accomplished hare scramble and

enduro rider and he won the NETRA Open
Expert hare scramble championship in 1999.
He really enjoyed ice racing and was unbeat-
able among our group, as he had a knack of
running into the corners hard and never letting
off. He was a past trail boss of the
Cockaponsett enduro and a member of the
board of directors for NETRA.

Dan was very active on the political side of
our sport, to promote legal off road riding in
Connecticut. He created the political action
group called the Connecticut Trail Users
(CTU) from scratch when he realized that we
needed a fast acting group to work towards
opening lands for riding in CT. Together with
some key members from different user groups,
CTU was able to get meetings with the right
legislators and form alliances with some politi-

NETRA?Tucker Rocky Enduro Series

The Dan Salamone Memorial Enduro

Photos by
Jay Chittenden
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Pat Timothy proved he’s still got it, handily winning
the Dan Salamone Memorial overall trophy.

Senior class rider Jim Donohue won the High Point B with a 33 score.

Jeff Walker was the winner of the High Point C
award. Smile for the Go-Pro!

John Sadowski was the top A Light scorer, missed hit-
ting High Point A by mere seconds.

Former NETRA Champ Bert Guerrette is back on two wheels and
railing, winning the High Point A on a small-bore Husky.

Gypsy Moth Enduro
Overall High Point
Pat Timothy KTM 12
A High Point
Bert Guerette HUS 22
B High Point
Jim Donohue KTM 33
C High Point
Jeff Walker HON 25
AA
1. Brooks Hamilton KTM 14
2. Tony Geraci KTM 17
3. Dave Gunn KTM 19
4. Ryan Bottesi HUS 19
5. Nick Hunter KTM 20
A Bantam
1. Dean Huff KTM 34
A Light
1. John Sadowski KTM 22
2. Nicholas Canny KTM 24
3. Dan Nelson HUS 31
4. Mark Wronski Jr KTM 34
A Heavy
1. Mark Placek KTM 29
2. Adam Viggiano KTM 30
3. Jim Mitchell KTM 32
A Veteran
1. Andy Marek KTM 28
2. Kevin Novello KTM 28
3. Austin Jalbert KTM 29
4. Rich Seymour YAM 32
5. Alan Ross KTM 40
A Senior
1. Kevin Willis HUS 34
2. Rees Harris KTM 35
3. Paul Clough HON 37
4. Rich Phipps KTM 44
5. Bill Riordan KTM 55
B Bantam
Brian Lewonis KTM 55
B Light
1. Matt Lowry YAM 35
2. Shane Cremmen GG 36
3. Daniel Rheaume HUS 38
4. Joel Gurecki KTM 52
5. Otto Graf KTM 65
B Heavy
1. Tim Johnsen KTM 43
2. Matthew Eysie YAM 63

3. Seth Tracy KTM 74
4. Shawn Butler HUS 68
B Vet
1. Justin MacBurnie YAM 37
2. Brett Chenail KTM 44
3. Tony Gasper KTM 47
4. Jeff McDougal KTM 58
5. Marc Wronski KTM 59
B Senior
1. J. David Simmons KTM 70
2. Garth Brown KTM 59 
3. Glenn Boivien KTM 42
4. Fabian Esponda KTM 87
5. Ed Mierzejewski KTM 8
C Bantam/No Entrants
C Light
1. Mike Fuda KTM 54
2. Shawn Herrin KTM 66
3. Bruce Brown KTM 54
C Heavy
1. Drew Roehl KAW 35
2. Brian Pratt KTM 57
3. John Hughs KTM 66
4. Ethan Lima HUS 69
5. Karl Woodman KTM 57
C Four Stroke
1. Ernie Gardner KTM 76
2. Jeff Balaunder KTM 62
C Veteran
1. Rich Mumford KTM 34
2. Paul Hart KTM 41
3. Sean Lawson KTM 47
C Senior
1. Brian Scott KTM 42
2. David Seften KTM 42
3. Alan Clemson KTM 42
4. Hilary Harrold KTM 45
5. Jeff Shanter KTM 47
Super Senior
1. Duncan Broach KTM 18
2. Greg Smith HON 27
3. Brooks Saunders KTM 33
4. Joe French YAM 34
5. Bob Young KTM 35
Women/No Entrants
Masters
1. Allan Zitta KTM 21
2. Dave Mathisen HON 48



place for it to go), making starting the bike
mechanically impossible. 

We talked to KTM about it, and a number of
dealers who wish to remain anony-
mous, and as far as we can tell this is a
problem that has only been document-
ed three times with the new R model
engine, putting it in the category of
manufacturing error and not an epi-
demic. This is not related to the “oiling
problem” that went around on the
internet early in the life of the R model,
which was a faulty seal between the
two oiling chambers in the R engine
(which we never experienced). It also
isn’t related to abuse. You could seize
up an oil pump if you filled the engine
with sand, but chances are other impor-
tant bearing-supported pieces of the
transmission would die first. 

At any rate, after our experience,
we’d suggest that part of a KTM R-
engine bike owner’s maintenance rou-
tine should be to pop the clutch cover
off every now and then and check the
condition of the plastic pump-drive
gears, just to be sure.

We wrote in the past about trying out
a Vee Rubber trials tire on the back of
the KTM, and though we were skepti-
cal at first we highly recommend it
now. The only place trials tires are
questionable is in pure mud. We ran

this tire for an entire season, and took it off
while there was still plenty of life left, so yes,
you can get a lot of wear out of a trials tire. Just

don’t spin it like a knucklehead; learn how to
ride with traction at the back of your bike.
Drew Smith at Works Enduro Rider distributes

the Vee Rubber trials tires.
The other major thing we did was

replace the stock KTM tank with an IMS
tank. Two reasons: The IMS tank holds a
little more fuel, and secondly, the IMS
tank has a normal, one-handed screw-type
cap that doesn’t leak. We are still flabber-
gasted that anyone at KTM thinks the
safety-button bayonet-type gas gap is any
kind of improvement over screw threads.
The other benefit to the IMS tank is you
can actually see the fuel level when you’re
filling the tank, greatly lowering your
chances of washing the bike down with
gasoline in the pits.

Aside from the one warranty problem,
the bike has been trouble-free and a great
trail bike. You can ride this bike slow and
careful or you can spin it up and get
aggressive with it, depending on your
mood at the moment. The cherry on top of
the whipped cream is the fact that the
EXC is road legal, with a clean title, and it
is no trouble whatsoever to get licensed;
while at the same time it is basically the
same thing as a 450 XCW. The only extras
are DOT lights and wiring; not much more
than five extra pounds. In our book, that’s
well worth the trade off, and we’ll proba-
bly own more EXCs in the future. �

One of our dual sport mounts
of choice here at TR has

been the KTM 450EXC. We had
both an ’07 and an ’08. Both
excellent machines, with the ’07
being the last of the RFS four-
stroke engines from KTM and
the ’08 being the new “R” model
engine. They were both similar
in power delivery and overall
feel; actually when we asked
KTM about this they explained
that much effort went into dupli-
cating the RFS’s gearing and
power output when the R-engine
was created, so that the new
engine would not alienate all the
folks who already liked the way
the RFS bikes worked. Honestly,
if you could ride both of these
bikes blindfolded, we doubt you
would have an easy time telling
them apart. If anything, the
‘08/’09 R model is just slightly
smoother than the RFS, but that’s about
it.

We switched to the ’08 at the time to
take advantage of the new chassis
geometry, which made a world of dif-
ference over the ’07 and earlier frame.
The newer chassis just turns and steers
so much better than the older bike, it
was never a question of wanting to
make the switch. Now the ‘010
machines are using another new chassis
that works even better than the ‘08/’09. 

We had the suspension on this
450EXC re-valved by Factory
Connection, and they did a good job of
it. They swapped the stock springs for a
pair of .46 Kg/mm springs and replaced
the rear with a 3 to suit a 200 pound
rider. Of course we don’t know exactly
what they used for valving—will any shop tell
you what their secret valving is?—but they set
the bike up for a cushy ride on top and firming
up to a confidence-inspiring ride deep in the
stroke. When they were finished with the bike
the ride was like being on a Sealy Posturepedic
over the small to medium rocks, while still taut
and sure over the big bangers. Factory
Connection is a New England staple around
here, and they have a great policy for getting
your valving right if they don’t get it the first

time. We were very pleased. 
We changed nothing in the engine, except the

oil every thousand miles. If you need more
power than this engine puts out, there’s some-
thing wrong with you. That being said, there’s
a long sweet spot in the powerband that makes
the 450 very ridable. You have a choice
between keeping the revs up high and racing
around all day, or easing back into the
midrange and making the engine work for its
keep. You can torque it down to practically zero

rpm if you get into
trouble, but that’s not
an efficient way to
ride the EXC, or any
dirt bike, for that mat-
ter.

We did change the
overall gearing, going
down to a 13/52 com-
bination, which seems
to be our favorite for
just about any KTM
four-stroke. Geared
down this low, there’s
not much in our tight
Northeastern woods
that will stop you, if
you’re a decent rider.
There are bigger rear
sprockets available if

you need them, but
keep in mind anything
larger than a 52 is

going to require a change in
the stock chain guide. And
don’t think you can run one of
these bikes without a chain
guide; you can’t. It seems like
a simple little piece, but with-
out that guide you’ll be stop-
ping to put your chain back on
all day long. 

Troubles with the bike over
the past two seasons? Well,
yes, we had a problem but it
was a weird one. Because of a
fault in the case casting, or a
machining flaw or fault in the
body of the oil pump itself, the
first oil pump in the KTM
lubrication system seized and
broke the plastic gear that dri-
ves it. This happened in the

first 200 miles that we rode the bike, so it was
covered under warranty. The disturbing thing
that we found out about this is that the three oil
pumps in the R-engine are all driven from this
first plastic gear (there are two plastic pump-
drive gears in the engine). If that gear breaks,
the engine has no oil circulation other than
whatever oil can carry to the top end on the
cam chain. This could be disastrous, but in our
case the broken pieces of the plastic gear
wedged in the starter gears (hardly any other

Long Term Test

It’s just a legal XCW
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Nothing much changed in two years with the EXC-R. We put a foldable mirror on it, replaced the
rear turn signals with virtually unbreakable flush lights, and installed an IMS tank. Factory
Connection did the suspension, and we kept the exhaust stock to keep the noise down.

Our relationship with the new EXC-R model engine was only marred
by an oil pump failure that was covered by the warranty. The power
characteristics of this engine are so close to the old RFS engine, it’s
hard to tell the difference between the two on a normal ride.

One of the first things that went on the bike is an aftermarket multi-switch, avail-
able at most bike shops. It’s narrower, making cutting the bars down possible.
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wanted to give the riders the best ride possible.
I would like to thank my crew who set up this

awesome course: Armand, Chris, Art and espe-
cially Fred. You guys rock (ha-ha get it, rock!).
Thanks again to all who came out, hope to see
you next year where hopefully we will contin-
ue to bring you an awesome ride in Pachaug. �

The alarm goes off at four a.m. I slowly
crawl out of bed and head down the hall to

the kitchen. There, waiting, is that ever impor-
tant first cup of coffee that I need to function. I
pop the TV on to catch the
weather—sunny, low 60’s—per-
fect, I think to myself. By now
my wife is up and coming down
the hall. Somehow I have con-
vinced her and my oldest daugh-
ter that working the sign-up for
the annual turkey run was a good
idea.

This all began about a year
ago. I was finally the Trail Boss
after having worked all of the
other important jobs on the
turkey run over the past years,
and this was my time. Nothing
major went wrong in the past,
but when the first riders started
coming back and
checking in after
three hours, I asked
them how it was,
and “Oh, same old
thing.” was the
response I got and it
really bothered me.
In my mind, that
meant it was boring
and they probably
could not believe
they wasted $30
bucks on it. This
haunted me all win-
ter, so at our first
turkey run planning
meeting (a bunch of
us having a few
beers together), I stated that I wanted to do
something different, let’s change it up.

The new year was here and again came
another turkey run. At the rider’s meeting, there
was quite a buzz going around the crowd.
Many riders had looked at the route sheet and
knew right away this year was going to be dif-
ferent. The first few miles was a calm road to
give the riders a chance to think about what
was coming, followed by a mile dirt road, right
in to single track twisting and turning up and
down, and did I mention rocks and log cross-
ing?

When the riders thought their legs and arms

were tired, the new trail gave them a break with
some fast flowing and somewhat smooth trails.
But let’s not forget, this is New England and
smooth is, well, an opinion. The course was set

up to be this way all day—tight, technical and
then a break, with fast flowing trails with the
occasional mud hole and puddle here and there.
With words from one rider, “Man! Some of
those puddles are deep!”

After a stop for gas, the riders were back onto
the original course, only backwards this time.
This can prove to be a challenge to any rider—
riding a familiar trail in a different direction.
The last third of the course has the infamous
Beaver Pond water crossing, which was on
most riders’ minds because this section is
famous for making a rider go from hero to zero
in about a second. Of course, this is a great

spectator spot. The rest of the run has our hero
section and a bypass. I would say 95 percent of
the riders took the hero section to the end,

which will give you the much needed
beat-down that we riders all crave to
end the ride. 

I didn’t get to ride with all the riders
this year; I was busy driving around
replacing arrows that the locals find a
hoot to steal. I watch confused riders
try to figure which direction to go.
Good lesson: stay on top of your
mileage and route sheet; you never
know when you will need them. This
event took some of the faster riders
about six hours to complete with a gas
and snack stop. All of the riders were
back by 5:00 p.m. Mind you, they
were all out and starting the trails by
9:45 a.m. I watched their faces as one

by one, and in small groups, they came back
with the same look—wide-eyed and the look of
accomplishment and satisfaction on their face.
This is the kind of experience I had anticipated
for the riders after the disappointing results
from the previous year. They were all tired, but
everyone I talked to said, “Great ride! Can’t
wait ‘til next year!”

So, this is my story of the Pachaug Rock Ride
of 2009, told through the eyes of a trail boss
who began a search for the best ride that
Southern New England has to offer. Having
ridden these trails for many years I know what
kind of ride Pachaug Forest can deliver, and I

NETRA Turkey Running

A rockin’ good time!
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ride all over the country. This made me more
versatile and exposed me to the different types
of terrain that New England doesn’t offer.

I followed that same path in 2009 but back on
a KTM and with the help of Brooks
Hamilton, my Regional Sales Rep
from KTM. With that help, and the
help of Mike Lafferty and all the
other KTM people, I got another
chance to ride all over the country.
Mike and Brooks both took some
time in Florida last winter and
worked with me on my sand riding.
That is probably what helped me the
most, as Portugal had so much
SAND! I’m not the best sand rider,
but I can pretty much adapt to any ter-
rain if I’m given a little time.

TR: At age 41, how did you pre-
pare your body for the all-out
abuse it was about to take?

In the past I have had back issues,
so I knew going in that my body was
going to be the weak point. I have an amazing
massage therapist here at home and she knows
my body inside and out. If I’m hurt or broken
she can pretty much fix me up so that I can
ride. Then I have my girlfriend Ann, who also
has amazing hands and it was going to be her
job at the Six Days to fill in, and believe me she
did. As for conditioning, I raced Sundays, rode
my bicycle up the mountain for cardio during
the week, and then did about 300 crunches a

day. At my age you run on desire more than
your physical condition. Racing has always
been in my blood and my dad had always
taught me that we do whatever it takes to fin-

ish, no matter what, and that is my real drive.
So, with a “do whatever it takes to finish”

mindset, it was off to Portugal with the support
and encouragement of an entire region to help
fuel him along. The following paragraphs are
notes kept by Bill detailing his Six Days expe-
rience.

10/10/2009
Well, things are really busy with getting

ready and prepping the bike. Everything is

sand and a lot of people are unhappy! The
ocean is beautiful and our hotel looks right out
over it. Today is a day to finish the bike prep
and hopefully ride the test track, and then start

walking tests. It is very fast and very
soft sand. Day 5 is the only day that is
in the mountains and is said to be the
toughest. It looks like the week will be
about 760 miles of fun but work in the
sand. Sort of like a long Snow Run in
two feet of snow! I would guess that
the whoops and holes will be very,
very deep for me, but I’m trying to
think good thoughts about it all. Thank
you for all of your positive thoughts
and amazing support. It won’t be easy
and it definitely won’t be our typical
New England event. I have run the
Nationals to get more versatile so I
hope that it has paid off. Next week
will tell and I’m going to take it one
day at a time.

10/11/2009
My race starts tomorrow at 9.27 a.m. and

should be shorter days because of all the sand;
something like 140 miles in six and a half
hours. Lots of sand!!! Updates later.

Day 1 10/12/2009
Day 1 is over and I was lucky; only three

crashes! The sand is so deep and so soft. Some
of the holes would swallow the bikes up.
Tomorrow we ride today’s course backwards,
which should make the test even tougher! The

There have been a lot of great stories out of
New England this year, but one story that

captured the attention of the region is that of
Billy Burns and his trip to Figueira Da Foz,
Portugal, to race in the 84th International Six
Days Enduro (ISDE). Going to Six Days is an
accomplishment in itself, but Billy’s story has
a few different twists that make his Six Days
experience even more meaningful. First, and in
no particular order, is that Bill has been around
for a while. We were actually in the mini class
together back in the early ‘80s. He was the guy
to beat back then and still is, as evident by his
second overall finish in the NETRA enduro
series for 2008 and 2009. Even back then you
could tell that he had that little something extra
that would propel him onto greater things with
a motorcycle, so it’s not too much of a surprise
that at age 41 he’s representing
the United States on an inter-
national stage in the C-2 class.

Second is that he had been
away from the sport for almost
15 years. Like most of us, life
simply gets in the way of dirt
bikes at least some time in our
lives, and for Bill it was no
exception. “I stopped racing
the first year of college, which
was in 1986. I then never
owned a bike until 2002. I bor-
rowed a bike and ran a couple
of hare scrambles in 2000 or
2001. I remember having to
run the Novice class at my first
race back, I won HP and no
one knew who I was. When I
got the trophy everyone had
left except one old friend, Ben
Gosselin. He remembered me from back in the
‘80s and when he saw me he came up and
asked me how I did. I said pretty good, it was
just nice to be back on a bike. Well I’ll never
forget, they called my name for C High Point,
and after I was handed the trophy I turned
around and there was Ben standing with his son
with a smile on his face. He said ‘Pretty good,
huh?” I just laughed.”

Since his return to racing in 2004, he not only
picked up where he left off but has also built
upon his accomplishments of the ‘80s by win-
ning the A Vet class in 2006 and then making
AA every year since. Additionally, he won the
A-200 NEPG National Championships in 2008

and 2009. He also qualified for the
ISDE in 2008 but was derailed by a
broken swingarm that consequently
knocked him out of medal con-
tention. So it wasn’t too much of a
surprise to hear that he was back
again this year in hopes of bringing
home a medal for the region. And
when I say for the region, I, or
rather he, really does mean it...read
on.

TR: You’ve described Six Days
as being on your “bucket list.”
Why Six Days and why now?

The Six Days is something that I
had always wanted to do. I remem-
ber seeing the old open-face skunk
helmets at a Greylock National hare

scrambles in 1984. I remember watching those
guys with pure amazement. I always looked up
to Barry Avery, Max Markowitz, Tom
Maloney, Todd Poirot, and Kevin Hines. As a
kid it was my dream to be like them, they were
the “best of the best.” Oh yeah, I almost forgot
Al Zitta. Al was 40 back then and running right
up there with those young guns, sort of the
same story as mine. Al also went to the ISDE
in 1983, which was in Italy and at age 39. He
still has his old open face helmet and every
time I’m at his shop I look at the helmet. But of
course Al just has it up on a shelf in his back
room. If I could have any trophy I would want
Al’s old Six Days helmet. Now that is what I

call a trophy!
TR: What is the process for getting

onto a Six Days team?
The AMA has host clubs that put on

qualifier events and basically you are
timed against everyone who is entered
in your class. You race on Saturday and
Sunday and your scores are combined
for a total. Then it is a sit back and wait
to “get the call.” If you finish up high
enough then you pretty much know that
your phone will ring. If your score has
you back in fifth, sixth or seventh place,
then it could go either way. I will tell
you that for me getting that call in 2008
for Greece, it was the single most mem-
orable thing that has ever happened to
me in my racing career. I cried that day
and I still do when I think about it now,
it’s weird.

TR: Given that New England is
pretty unique in its terrain relative to the
rest of the country, how did you go about
preparing for the terrain Portugal was going
to offer?

I raced everywhere I could and just about
every weekend. I think that my total last year
was 33 events and then the ISDE, and keep in
mind that the ISDE is like doing 16 hare scram-
bles in six days, or maybe ten 75 mile enduros
in six days. I rode the eight Nationals, the two-
day qualifier in Missouri and then raced here at
home. I started the Nationals in 2008 with Gas
Gas out of Go-Fasters Powersports in
Minnesota. Mark Berg from Go-Fasters really
set my ISDE dream up, as I got the chance to

Living The Dream

Talking Six Days with Billy Burns
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by Kevin Novello

Nerves? Sitting on the starting line at the biggest event of my life? Naah.

The “skunk helmet” and jersey in the back of Aldo’s shop helped to
inspire Burns to try for the ISDE team, at least once in his life.

The fresh bike is way too pretty to ride, but it’ll see some abuse in the next week.
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was going to be sick.
Today I just pumped the fluids to me and

actually had to ride harder than any other day
just to stay on time. It’s strange how the body
works. Two more days to go and the last I
looked I had 570-something miles on
the odometer after today. Not bad for
four days of riding!

Day 5 10/16/2009
Well day five is over but not without

problems. On the second to last test
and with about a 15 mile transfer
ahead of me, my bike started getting
louder. I thought that it was just the o-
rings on the exhaust, but it turned out
to be a huge hole in the back side of
the pipe. The power started to go
away on the hills and I was worried
that I wasn’t going to make it back.
Well, as it turned out I made it to the
last check before the final test and
was able to put some wire around the
pipe. Unfortunately that didn’t hold
up and I had to run the final beach
test without much power. I think that
my time was around four minutes,
which hurt my overall but I finished,
changed tires and then put on a new pipe before
impounding. The good news is that I didn’t
drop any route points and just have to ride
about 55 miles tomorrow and then start my
final moto to earn a medal. As I have said
before, anything can happen at any time and
your Six Days can be over! That was almost the
case for me today but I got lucky!

Day 6 10/17/2009
WELL WE DID IT! All of us, and I mean

that. Thank you so much for all of your sup-
port. So many people have helped make my 25
year old dream come true. It wasn’t easy but I
got through it and I am so glad to have it behind
me. Honestly I just can’t wait to get home and
relax. It is 10.30 p.m. here and we just got done
loading the container. I’m still in my gear,
which I put on at 7.30 a.m. today. A shower
will feel good, then it’s pack our bags, leave for
the airport at 4.30 a.m. and fly home tomorrow.
I should see my own bed at about 10.00 p.m.
tomorrow night and I CAN’T WAIT!

I don’t even know where I finished, but I
would guess that it is on silver. The medals get
mailed to us in a couple of months so the only
thing that I have is the helmet and a memory,
but that is enough for now. To be totally honest
the support and just finishing is enough for me
so as long it is enough for all of you.

I am very happy to have this behind me as I
have now crossed one more thing off my buck-
et list!

TR: So given that you’ve crossed this
important item from the bucket list, what’s
next?

Well, it looks like I will be running the
National Enduros for this year but on a
Husaberg 390. I figured that it would be fun to
try the new bike and as Husaberg is distributed

by KTM, and Brooks is still my regional repre-
sentative, it was a win win situations for me. I
will also be running the NETRA series but on
a smaller scale; maybe just enough events to
try to keep my AA status. I’ve also been asked

by a friend, Paul Stannard, of Strictly Hodaka,
to race the ISDT Reunion Ride on a custom-
built Hodaka 175. The bike is being built for
me right now, and if anything I may go for a
National title on a vintage dirt bike next sea-
son. It is funny how things just keep popping
up that keep you in the racing circle, it’s kind
of a disease and I just can’t stop!

Beyond that I don’t know. As far as racing
goes I’ve pretty much done everything that I’ve
ever wanted to do. I guess if I had to say any-
thing, it would be to give back to the sport that
has given so much to me. The NETRA com-
munity has done so much for me in the way of
fund raising and moral support that I could

never thank them enough. I really believe that
NETRA has helped make me who I am today.
I have always loved riding .but more so racing,
it is all I know. I never trail ride or practice, I
race and I’m afraid to stop because I’m afraid

of the unknown. Lucky for me I
made a deal with an old friend,
Shawn Levesque, that we
would race at least one race a
year together for the rest of our
lives! But still, there is always
the outside chance of Six Days
in Mexico....

I would also like to take care
of my family and friends. They
have sacrificed so much for my
racing that maybe it’s time to
give back to them. My daughter
is now 10 and the time is just
flying by. All she wants is a
puppy, so for Christmas I
promised her that she could get
one this summer. Then there is
my partner Ann, she has wanted
a weekend away for a long time
and I just never seem to make it
happen. Racing really is a way

of life and it just seems that things get put off
and in my case it is for years, not days or
months.

Based on the above it appears that Bill is
going to be involved in the sport one way or
another for a very long time. And when the time
comes that he is forced to confront the
“unknown” he referred to earlier, the sport will
be getting a different version of the efforts that
have to led to his many successes in the off
road world. Until that time remember: “Go
slow to go fast”, “Winning is easy, it’s losing
that’s hard”, “No one beats you but yourself”
and “NETRA is full of GOOD PEOPLE” –
William Burns Senior �

lines are all inside out, and now we will be
coming outside in, and when I say that the
holes are three or four feet deep I’m not kid-
ding. My bike was great all day; and I hope that
the motor stays together all week. Zak (Factory
Connection) and Brooks have my
suspension perfect, and Brooks;
the bike was awesome, THANK
YOU FOR SETTING IT UP! You
were spot-on with everything. I’m
not sure where I ended up but hop-
ing that I didn’t go backwards
today. Tomorrow we start based
on how we finished today so I’ll
find out later tonight. I have never
ever had to ride a bike wide open
as much as I had to today.

Day 2 10/13/2009
I went down early in the first

sand test and my knee locked up.
That led to not being able to get
the bike off me. Anyway I got up
and it was still running so I took
off. The next problem was that I
couldn’t ride the three-foot deep
whoops with the knee. Got passed
by two or three guys, but made it
through the next three miles only
to lie on the ground to get it unlocked. That was
the start of my day two. The rest of the tests I
just backed it down five percent and ran them
what I considered smart, and I stayed off the
ground the rest of the day.

Now for the course detail—it was rough! The
braking bumps, chatter bumps, and dust were
unbelievable. I probably stood for 80 miles at
least, just to save my back and butt. But 80
miles takes a toll on the thighs and they sure
were burning then and still are now. Other than
that the only thing that really hurts is my neck
from holding my head up for two days. We are
off to the mountain tomorrow and harder

ground. We still have tow or three sand tests but
at least they will be new and not as rough. I
can’t even begin to tell you how rough the ter-
rain got today. We are all so happy to have days
one and two behind us! Not sure how the day

went overall but I made it through and that is
all I wanted to do.

The good news is I set a personal best on my
pit tonight. I changed a front and rear tire and
put in a new air filter in just over seven min-
utes. Everything just clicked and went just
about perfect. I felt really good and it pumped
me up. Tomorrow’s plan is to just take it easy
and get through the day. The enduro test is very
fast and steep! We go straight up and then
straight down and it is much faster, like third
gear and some fourth, which should be a little
scary. Two more sand tests tomorrow that I
know of, and maybe one of them will have a

few trees in it. Then we have the clapped-out
beach test that we have run the last two days
and get to run again every day for the specta-
tors.

Day 3 10/14/2009
DAY 3 IS OVER AND BOY

AM I GLAD! The first test
went okay, but I didn’t get a
chance to walk it beforehand
and it hurt my time the first
time through. The same thing
happened to me in test two
but I felt much better the sec-
ond time around. The enduro
test on the mountain was
great, I picked a few bad lines
but overall I rode it pretty
well. My second trip around
today felt much better and
hopefully my scores will
show it. In the final beach test
I hit neutral in a corner and
lost all my momentum, other
than that I nailed the test.
Now for the sandy part of the
day: we ran 10 miles straight
of nothing but three-foot
whoops through the woods

and did it in 34 minutes. It sucked! The second
time around it was worse, and I can’t wait for
tomorrow. I get to do it again.....twice! The
mountains were unbelievable, steep up and
steep down. The ground was all hard except for
the 10-mile sand section so things felt more
like home; just a different kind of dirt. I forgot
to mention that we didn’t sit down for the 10
miles either, can you say sore legs and shoul-
ders?

Tomorrow will be day four and hopefully I
can get past it and move on to day five.

The bike seems ok, fresh air filters every day,
and multiple times. I thought that I heard some-
thing bad in the motor today but all seemed
okay in the end. Another great tire change, two
tires, air filter, gas, and sag check and then
shock adjustment in 13 minutes, so far so good.
The day was long, my body is sore and I’m
very tired tonight but I’m hanging in there!
Boy do I feel 41!

Day 4 10/15/2009
Okay, day four is over and now we can move

on to a new course. THANK GOD! The day
was pretty rough. I actually measured out the
mileage today and the first whoop section was
seven miles long and the second was 10 miles
long. They are so beat that we just rode as hard
as we could until we couldn’t take it anymore.
All in all I had a good day but I screwed up two
tests that I just picked bad lines and nothing
went right. Other than that the day was good,
and knock on wood my body is holding up.

Yesterday, that was a different story. I didn’t
drink enough and when the day was over I
impounded and just hit the wall. I had trouble
just walking back to the park and had to lay
down as I was light headed and thought that I
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Most of the trail was easy, but there were some gnarly spots in any given day.

The ISDE team support crew does a great job of keeping everything running
smoothly, and everybody on their bikes all week. A huge job, they do it well.



Anew decade is upon us. Out with the old, in with
the new…but let’s not forsake time-honored tra-

ditions. The Jones Creek Trail Riders Association sure
hasn’t. They held fast to a western Washington racing
tradition by running the Hangover Scrambles on New
Year’s Day, 2010. The event’s roots began in 1971 and
was first organized by the Lobos Motorcycle Club. It
was held at Jones Creek back in the day. JCTRA began
helping with the event in 1990 and two years later,
JCTRA was offered the reins. In 2000, the Washington
DNR requested the hare scramble to be moved from
Jones Creek. Undaunted, JCTRA held the event at the
Washougal MX track. Yep, the same place that hosts a
national motocross every year. The Hangover Scram-
ble was held in Longview for two years, but has been
at Washougal ever since then.

Everybody likes cake and ice cream. So you could
think of the event as “trash-n-thrash.” Keeping in mind
the name of the event, consider and apply, if you will,
the definitions for hangover. A notable authority on the
Homo-sapiens vocabulary, Merriam-Webster, offers
these definitions: “1: something (as a surviving cus-
tom) that remains from what is past.” This would be
the previous year’s Hangover, as fondly remembered
by a die hard hare scrambler throughout their work-
day. “2: disagreeable physical effects following
heavy consumption of alcohol…” Now we see that
same go-getter sowing the seeds of suds gulped on
race’s eve. Lastly, “3: a letdown following great
excitement or excess.” That racer was grabbin’
gears until a Washougal mud hole inflicted a face
plant on the poor sot. At Washougal, winter rains
create gulf-like mud holes, some having the consis-
tency of a thick, hearty soup. They are seemingly
inescapable at the Hangover Scramble.

Now how about that other half? Scramble. “1: to
move with urgency or panic.” This is applicable to
the hapless soul who resembles that last pea in a
bowl of soup. In this case – Hangover Scramble
soup. You just can’t seem to get them out. “2: to
struggle eagerly or unceremoniously for possession
of something.” Race participants exhibit this behav-
ior as they careen along the sloppy course for the
win – or to clean water. You see, tear-offs are ver-
boten at Washougal, and the Hangover renders roll-
offs just about useless within a lap. Knobby-slung
globs of mud pepper the facial region in a constant
assault. Eyeballs are victimized. Once white, they
now resemble the red dot on 7-Up cans. Clean water
takes on a whole new meaning of refreshment here.

I scrambled much like the racers did that day – up
and down hills, through the mud, snapping pictures
and such. But, I had it better than most of the racers.
For instance, there was no mud to be found in strange

and unusual places inside my undergarments. My
shiny yellow rain-slicker and knobby-treaded-Gore-
Tex-lined-boots saved me from the perils of the
Washougal mudhole-monsters who were lurking
about the course.

And what a course it was. JCTRA threw in grass and

logs while integrating portions of Washougal’s MX
track. A green grass field made up the start. As tradi-
tional to hare scrambles, all events were dead engine
starts.

Off the line, racers “moved with great urgency or
panic” down the straightaway, which split into two 20
foot wide paths menacingly divided by shrubbery and
trees. This foliage cleverly hid the edge of a short
downhill, followed by a tight and muddy 90 degree
left turn. It was just wide enough for a handful of
bikes; maybe two or three quads.

A few twists of the grip through the woods and
then racers would come upon a 1,500 yard grass
drag strip of sorts. This section was complimented
with two off-camber slopes, miscellaneous bumps,
and half buried rocks. As the day wore on, the grass
morphed into a grease-like substance. Two dirt bik-
ers railing along in high gears met Mr. Rock and cart-
wheeled in this section. Speed had to be checked
before entering the 90 degree off-camber left hand
turn at the end of the drag strip.

Still in the grass, a sweeping left took racers into a
zigzag section marked out with ribbon. One zag
included a trough for which to dowse one’s self. As
laps were turned in, more experienced racers hung it
wide here to avoid the deepest portion of the trough.

After zigzagging along, the course was split for
expert and amateur classes. Experts would fly through

a gate and onto the MX track at the Pro’s starting
straight. Speed scrubbing came naturally. Naturally,
that is, due to the mud. A couple turns later and the
experts were faced with Washougal’s infamous
“Horsepower Hill” which tops out with a nice crown
and then swiftly drops into yet another Washougal
gulf. Can you say dowse-a-rama? I witnessed two-
and four-wheeled racers stalling in this soup bowl, or
on the hillclimb that followed.

Back at the course split, the amateur section
became too slick for racers to summit Amateur Hill. It
turned into a gnarly bottleneck.
The race organizers took the pru-
dent approach and quickly diverted
the amateur classes to the expert
section, which was much wider
and easier to negotiate.

Both classes flailed or slithered
themselves over the Ski Jump.
Some with much skill and daring.
However, one rider did go down
hard at the base. A good set of
jumps followed a hairpin. Here, the
experts were able to sling mud
from the knobbies while aloft.
Continuing with “great urgency or
panic,” racers gassed it uphill and
back into an off-road style section.
JCTRA challenged racers with two greasy, slimy, and
unrelenting log obstacles. These sections put expert
and amateur racers to fits. I watched in one moment
when five quads became a muddled mess. But racers
were great sports about all this – helping the fellow
muddler over the slimy log piles. Some would gather
in front and pull, while others, with no regard for
themselves, would sacrifice their faces to the quad
roost and push. Or lift! This was not a speed show.
More like a twisted episode of “Dirty Jobs.” Of the

quads, only the four-wheel-drive models made it over
this section with anything resembling grace.

I think the organizer took pity on racers after the log
sections. For what I’d guess to be an eighth-mile, the
course was essentially a gravel road down into a nar-
row draw, which quickly turned back into a muck trail.
However, racers soon found themselves back on the
MX track at the whoop section. Most everyone made
it through the whoops unscathed.

A few banked hairpins, a few
more jumps, and a short ribbon
section put racers at the time
check. JCTRA was up to snuff
here, too. Armed with swabbing
sponge and bar-code scanner,
they kept riders moving swiftly
through the check. Thanks go to
Emerald Trail Riders for lending
the equipment. Just beyond the
check, the course entered the
beginning of the drag strip, thus
creating what I heard was a three
mile loop. The top riders were
able to put in eight to nine laps in
an hour.

I arrived at 6:30 a.m. to get a
look around. It seemed like I was
late. There were already tons of
riders there, preparing for the first
race at 8:00. A concessionaire was serving up hot
food – biscuits with gravy and eggs to order. Good
carb and protein grub to nourish a racer’s body and
soul. They continued serving food all day long. I was
happy to enjoy a hot dog and hot coffee. Sadly, my
notebook’s smudged pages aren’t disclosing the
name of these dedicated trackside chefs. Many a gul-

let were happy to visit the mess hall. 
The expert dirt bike classes got to rail the course

first. 46 racers made up the combined classes of 30+,
40+ and Open for the first event at 8:00. Rick Good-
man, 204, won the 30+ and took fifth overall. Danny
Broker, 113, completed 7 laps for a first in 40+ and a
sixth overall. Keith Sweeten, number 117, nailed
down an impressive nine laps, took first in Open
Expert and first overall. Way to go, Keith! Another
Danny Broker, 219, completed eight laps and took AA,

plus a second place
overall.

There were 31 expert class quad racers that began
rippin’ it up at about 9:30. Jason Matheny, 246, took
first in Performance Quad and fifth overall. Darrell
Elliot, 41, took first in Utility Quad and first overall. It
was quite obvious the four-wheel-drive quads had the
advantage negotiating the mucky mess.

The third race started
around 11:00 and was for
the UTCs, or side-by-sides.
Some entrants had co-
pilots, and I’m pretty sure
at least one duo became a
solo effort during the race.
Ejection or dejection, I
don’t know. Maybe the
copilot went looking for
clean water. The class win-
ner was Woody Evens,
157, who completed seven
laps.

Next up at 12:30 was
Race 4. By far the biggest
race, it comprised 143 rid-
ers making up the amateur
bike classes of
Vintage/EVO, Women,
Open Amateur, 40+, 30+,

and Beginner. What a roar to hear 143 bikes lighting
up and charging down the straight all at once. Mar-
garet Bashour, 282, took first in Women with three
laps. Vince McKinney, 275, completed 4 laps for a
first place in Vintage/EVO. Michael Spears, 27, hit the
check seven times for a first place in Open Amateur.
Trent Harris, 150, had his helmet swabbed and
scanned 6 times and took first in the 40+ class. Seven
laps were checked for Arne Koeniq, who took first in
the 30+ class. Most notably, Matt Tebre, 90, thrashed
out seven laps for a first in Beginner and first Overall
in the Amateur class.

Just after 2:00, Race 5 started for the amateur quad
classes. 61 racers made up the Performance Quad,
Utility Quad, and Women Quad classes. Ron Wolf, 43,
checked six laps and took first in Performance Quad.
Darrell Elliot, Expert Class Quad winner, couldn’t get
enough mud and had the guts to run a second race.
He nailed down seven laps, took first in Utility Quad
and first overall. What a glutton for punishment! Kel-
lian Whidden, 175, railed five laps and took first in
Women.

In all, 288 entrants showed up for the thrashing.
Some probably had a Hangover Scramble hangover.
You know – bumps, br uises….and grins. Things that
remain of the past. Coming into this thing I had no
desire to subject myself to the torture bestowed by
JCTRA’s craft in mustering Washougal’s resources for
a grueling race. But, there were far more grins than
groans, from what I observed. Perhaps I’ll suit up
next year, who knows. JCTRA’s web site boasts tons
of pictures and video of this event, and many others
of years gone by. Visit them on the web at
www.jctra.org. �
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2010 Hangover: Mud ‘n Guts!
It takes a special kind of racer!

The drag strip allowed racers to open it up, if they could hold on. Red Rider charges the zoomed lens. 
Below: That’s not camera-induced red-eye, that’s the real thing!

“Ready!?. On the count of four!” Mike Pope (right) gets a helping hand
over a log obstacle.

Most of the expert riders where able to escape the
clutches of mudhole monsters.

Kava McDermont is all smiles with her 3rd
place finish in the women class.
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with dealers and took orders the old fashioned
way. Mark passed away a few years ago and is sur-
vived by his brother Al, who lives in Eastern Wash-
ington. I understand Al puts on an annual poker
run, (which I am going to try to weasel my way
into somehow) and an annual vintage motocross
on his property. 

Time moves on, we are all older and some are
gone. But those memories are something I have
kept with me and will continue to keep forever. You
always are putting memories in a “bank” of sorts
and it seems after they gain “interest,” they are
even better. - Terry

Iwas very fortunate to have been positioned so
perfectly and completely by chance back then,

to have found myself around some of the great
(local) names of our sport and pastime. I was just
a dumb kid who was lucky to be in a lot of right
places at the right times. I don’t want this to
appear like I am just dropping a bunch of names
to give me some sort of importance. At the very
best I was a mid pack 250 B class motocross
racer. I knew my place and had no problem with it!
I have simply followed up and put some puzzle
pieces together over time that made me realize
what a great ride it has been and continues to be.
The more I tried to put these pieces together, the
more names came up and contacts were made
that brought about more names and more con-
tacts and more stories.

A regular at the current day vintage races in
Chehalis is Buck Murphy. Many should know him
from his past as a factory Can-Am rider and local
rider who showed more than one European rider
“a wheel”, visited the shop from time to time.
Buck, who I still run into from time to time at
either Micky Fay’s events at the Puyallup Fair-
grounds or at the Chehalis vintage races, rode my

1980 CR250 when it was
new in the “Dealer Chal-
lenge” at Seattle Interna-
tional Raceway for High-
land Honda. I was working
at Highland at the time and
Buck was short a bike. That CR had never seen so
much air under it’s wheels (or speed), and when
Buck blew by Bruce Burwell (owner of Highland
Honda at this time and now Tacoma Motorsports)
and I at track side, Bruce turned to me and simply
said, “that’s the fastest your bike has ever gone.”
It wasn’t an insult, it was a fact! The bike had got
so hot, the expansion chamber had the rainbow
color effect like a case hardened Colt 45 frontier
six gun!

Another name from that same shop was Charlie
Strayer. Charlie rode a Montessa and we went to
the same high school. My second and third bikes
were Montessas and I leaned on Charlie for insight
as needed. I believe he had some sort of sponsor-
ship through Jack back then. Charlie had much to
do with the early high school motocross chal-
lenges we had with other schools in this area.
While other classmates were into football, basket-

ball, golf or baseball, we were into motorcy-
cles. Those other sports took only one ball to
play while motocross, I felt anyway, required
two balls! Charlie has kids of his own now
that ride Micky Fay’s winter flat track series
at the Puyallup Fairgrounds, and I under-
stand he and Buck still hang out and ride a
bit from time to time.

Jim Pomeroy was another face that would
appear every once in awhile after hours, for
the beer drinking and story telling portion of
the average workday. Those were the days I

got home late. Too young to drink and not a single
story to tell, I couldn’t leave and there was
nowhere I would have rather been. Listening to all
the racing stories; and the “getting to the races”
stories were often even better.

Here’s another name for you, “Cary Condotta”.
Cary was probably my age and had another one of
those Burien Honda “undefined” sponsorships. I
believe he rode a CR125 back then. I do remember
his Firebird. My Charger was faster, the Firebird
was prettier. Cary moved on over the years to own
at least one other motorcycle dealership before the
current Yamaha dealership he now owns in East-
ern Washington. Cary is a member of the Wash-
ington State House of Representatives from the
12th Legislative District.

There was a fellow named Mark Endenberg who
was our Rocky salesman, long before Tucker-
Rocky, and when salesmen actually made contact
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Fireside Tales
with Terry Bibby

NMA Legislative/Land Use Report
Submitted by Tod Petersen

The legislative session started 8 Jan 2010.
No serious anti-ORV bills filed yet except HB2617 and SB6426 which would eliminate the

NOVA committee. There is some discussion that these bills
should not be opposed because losing the NOVA committee
might facilitate a complete restructure of how ORV funds are
managed.

SB6237 and HB2480 would allow the DNR to charge user
fees.

HB3018 and SB6557 would restrict the amount of copper
and other materials allowed in brake pads sold in Washing-
ton State. I plan to oppose these bills, but we are a tiny part
of the issue compared to the automotive industry. If these
bills are to be defeated it will be the automobile industry lob-
byists to do most of the work.

All ORV related bills from last year were introduced, but it
is very unlikely that any of the ORV related legislation from
last year will move forward this year.

A bill that will provide new liability protection for landown-
ers is in the pipeline and should be introduced any day.

Knobby Chunks

Welcome to the NMA
Based in Washington state and founded in 1973, the

Northwest Motorcycle Association has been dedicated to
the preservation of off-road motorcycling for over thirty
years. The NMA specializes in educating riders on issues
affecting their riding opportunities and with a full event
schedule sponsoring enduros, hare scrambles and poker
runs. To learn more about the NMA, visit the web site at
www.nmaoffroad.org, or contact them at:
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360-897-9588
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competition@nmaoffroad.org Competition questions
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volunteer@nmaoffroad.org Volunteering and trail work
webmaster@nmaoffroad.org Web site questions



The hands-on nature of film making back
then also helped Brown develop a feel for his
films. Editing was done by hand on a bench
with a viewfinder, hand cranking spools, cut-
ting and splicing as he went.
Soundtracks were recorded separately
on reel-to-reel tapes. For his first film
Brown approached a local jazz band,
after a gig, and for $200 he got the
band to compose and play the musical
score. The band would watch the surf-
ing footage projected on a wall and
play as they felt suited.

Now, again, in departure to today’s
instant (if anonymous) exposure
you’ll get with showing your work
through the likes of You Tube, Brown
then would take his movie, and
soundtrack, on the road. The job, as it
was then, was to tour the high schools
and theatres, playing the films to the
kids in the auditoriums, narrating live
as the film played.

“I hadn’t ever got up in front of an
audience and done anything like that,”
Brown recalls. “Anyway, I came up
with something, did it, and the people
in the audience were laughing. So I thought,
‘Wow, this isn’t too bad.’”

Repeating his narration over and over to live
audiences gave Brown a real insight into what
pressed their buttons, as well as seeing where
his films might drop into lulls, prompting fur-

ther edits. And it also allowed him to develop
that assured, laid-back, yet so engaging narra-
tive style that we hear in On Any Sunday.

And so started a process that Brown repeated

some six times. That first film from 1957 was
known as Slippery When Wet, at the end of the
line stood Endless Summer in 1966 – a movie
as much as a documentary insofar as Brown
chose to tell a story, one of his own making,
rather than edit straight clips of action. Given

that the budget on Endless Summer – in which
two surf dudes chase the summer season
around the globe in order to keep on surfing (in
fact filmed over three months) – was ten times

that of the first film illustrates the level
of development and sophistication
Brown had taken on board. 

“It was lucky I never went to film
school, otherwise I would have real-
ized I couldn’t be doing what I was
doing,” says Brown. “I made six surf
films before Endless Summer and
we’d go to show them at high school
auditoriums and I’d narrate them live,
playing the music on a tape. But
Endless Summer was the last surf
movie I made.”

Endless Summer Paved the Way
The Endless Summer is to surfing as

On Any Sunday is to motorcycling.
It’s an important marker as, if you’ve
ever seen the movie, you can see the
shared parentage. It was also a step-up
for Brown.

His first six movies were made to a
similar process. Three months in film-
ing. Then the edit, then the touring

with the film. Collecting $50-100 a showing,
sometimes three times a day. Good money
back in the day, but making for a wearying
schedule. After six times around the block the
appeal was wearing thin. As well, Brown had
been attracting commercial commissions – a

It’s a remarkable thing to say, but coming on
for some 40 years after its release, On Any

Sunday is still measured by most as being the
greatest motorcycle movie ever made. And
when we say ‘most,’ we really don’t have to be
more specific – we’re talking everybody from
trials riders through motocrossers and onto
road racers. And we’re talking just about in
every country in the world. If
you ride bikes and you watch
movies, regardless of your age
or generation, then likely as not
your opinion is that On Any
Sunday is the daddy of them all.

The intent here then is not to
tell you what you already know.
To revel in the Malcolm, Mert
and Steve scenes, to wonder in
awe at the dirt track racing of
the era, instead it’s to look a lit-
tle behind the film. To look at
what’s made it so enduring. And
as we all know, from videos like
the Havoc or Crusty Demons of
Dirt series, high octane action
isn’t necessarily the key ingredi-
ent. Some things don’t just happen by
accident – and this film’s influence, it’s
longevity is no accident; these are the
marks of genius. 

In the Beginning
It’s a number beyond comprehen-

sion, that is the total number of times
Bruce Brown, the man who made On
Any Sunday (director doesn’t ade-
quately describe his role), has been
told, “Your movie is the whole reason
I’m into this gig.” And if he hears that
a 1000 times a year in the company of
motorcyclists (not bikers, if you under-
stand Brown’s distinction – which you
do), then he gets it another 1000 times
a year from surfers, for Brown also
made what is considered the most
iconic of all surf movies too, Endless
Summer. And none of us are immune,
he can be talking to you, me, Jeremy McGrath,
Ben Bostrom or the feature writer from Long
Board magazine – we all splutter those same
words: “Gee Bruce, your film was the whole
reason...” It’s a measure of his good nature
then, that after four decades he still takes these
gushy outpourings with such good grace, with
genuine modesty. 

The problem with Brown then, is not Brown
himself – he is every inch the laid back west
coast boy his film narration suggests (even at
72). The problem is, where to start? You see,
with Brown we’re talking a story that encom-
passes an entire lifetime, for even today he’s
still dirt biking, having only very recently
given up a Suzuki DR-Z400 for a more man-

ageable Yamaha XT225. And when you start
talking with the man – and even more so when
you start researching – there’s simply so much
ground to cover.

So let’s start at the beginning. Brown’s first
love was surfing. In his teens he was surfing
‘paddleboards’ on Long Beach, California.
When adulthood approached, so did conscrip-

tion and the Korean War. A canny lad, he
applied for submarine service, having identi-
fied a particular submarine base based in
Hawaii he wanted to be posted on. Sure
enough, with a little plotting Brown was soon
surfing the breaks off North Shore and
Makaha. He also at that time developed an
interest in filming the surf, using a little 8mm

camera to capture his experiences for the
folks back home.

Now pay attention here, because this is
important (and we’ll be asking questions
later). On discharge from the Navy in 1957,
Brown, ever the beach bum, went to work as
a lifeguard back at Long Beach, while work-
ing evenings in the local surf shop. He was
aware of the surf movie business, having
filmed alongside those who were making
commercial movies at the time (back on
Hawaii), but it was only after the surf shop
owner – and surf legend – Dale Velzy saw
Brown’s 8mm rushes that the next step
toward making commercial films sprang into
life. Velzy funded Brown $5000 to return to
Hawaii and make a surf film. Armed with a

spanking new 16mm Bolex, Brown spent three
months in late 1957 doing just that. 

And why is this significant? Because the
structure and techniques used in the surf films
of the late 1950s is of the very same DNA as
what supports the story line of On Any Sunday
– that gives it that curious appeal that we all
feel but struggle to explain.

The Greatest Film of All Time

Talking with Bruce Brown about our favorite movie
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by Jon Bentman

Bruce (left) and most likely cameraman Robert Collin shoot the famous dune
scene. The sand dunes were on the Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base.
Brown recalls that he would never have gotten permission to film there, but
Steve McQueen, being an ex-Marine, sweet-talked the Colonel into the deal.

Bruce Brown as a surfing cinematographer in the late ‘50s. Honing his craft
with live presentations of his movies taught him the perfect format for On
Any Sunday. Mert Lawwill, Malcolm Smith and Brown in recent times. 
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tion was – I just admired them. I wanted to
show the rest of the world what it really was
about. I never really thought about it, what the
film would become, I just tried to do the best
job I could.”

On Any Sunday
It stands to reason then that Brown

would use all his lessons learnt with
Endless Summer into making On Any
Sunday. 

While Slippery When Wet had cost
$5000 and Endless Summer $50,000 the
budget for On Any Sunday stood like a
Goliath above these – $313,000. Which
obviously called for some serious finan-
cial muscle. It’s fair to say, after years of
telling, that Brown has the story of his
first meeting with Steve McQueen as
word perfect and polished as his film
narration.

“I went and met with Steve. I didn’t
know him, but he knew of me through
Endless Summer. He had this produc-
tion company, so I went to him and said,
‘You know, I want to make this film on
motorcycle racing,’ and he goes, ‘Okay great,
what can I do?’ And I said, ‘finance it.’ He
replied, ‘I make movies, I don’t finance them.’
So I said, ‘I won’t let you be in my movie then.’
He laughed and said ‘Let me think about it.’
Then calls me the next day and said, ‘Okay, lets
go for it.’”

“He was a great partner. He just cooperated,

no interference, just let us do our own thing.
But he’d do anything we asked him to do to
help us out.”

What may or may not be obvious is that the

film was made without the involvement of the
industry. To see the number of Husqvarnas in
the film, you’d be forgiven for thinking that the
Swedish firm had a big commitment to the
film. Not so.

“I never went to anybody in the industry, as
we had all the money we needed and I didn’t
want to be beholden to anybody. Husqvarna

just happened to be what everybody had at that
time. But after the movie, those industry guys
were all my buddies, you know? (laughs).”

The filming involved some entirely new tech-
niques both for Brown and the industry.
Given the budget he had at his disposal,
Brown couldn’t afford high-speed cam-
eras to shoot slow-motion. His solution?
To run his 25-frames-a-second cameras
at double speed. “We juiced them up,”
he recalls.

It took almost two years to make the
film, from the time they started to the
time it was done. 

“I had two guys who worked with me
the whole time. And then we’d hire cam-
eramen for different venues and what-
not. Some of the stuff, like the
International Six Day Trial, I just went
with Malcolm and Whitey and a Bolex
(camera) and shot that by myself. So
we’d have anything from one to ten
guys.”

When it came to the production end of
the shooting we again find Brown is

working the magic he’d done countless times
with his surf movies. His script for On Any
Sunday is so word perfect, so brilliantly com-
plementary, because by now Brown was the
craftsman of the catchy commentary.

“When you’re editing the thing, looking at it
eight million times, in the end you’re editing
with a story in mind, you’re thinking what does

TV advert for Kodak, event reporting for
ABC’s Wide World of Sports. All this made for
an unrelenting schedule.

Endless Summer broke away from this. The
film took on a broader concept – traveling
the world with a surf board – and presented
the world of surfing in a broader, more
mainstream fashion, designed to be educat-
ing and entertaining for everyone, not just
surfers. Curiously though, when it came to
screenings initially Brown did as he always
did – touring with the film, live narrating. It
wasn’t until touring the East Coast that an
Associated Press film critic saw the film
and suggested it would stand up to a gener-
al release.

There’s a fair old story behind Endless
Summer finding a distributor – it took
months of hard work. There was the trick
too, whereby Brown ‘blew up’ his film from
16mm to the more accepted 32mm
format used for big screens – some-
thing few had attempted or thought
feasible. There was, as well, the
self-funded screening of the film in
a theatre in Wichita, Kansas, in the
deepest mid-winter, to prove the
film had an audience outside of the
coastal surfing communities (it
sold-out for two solid weeks). And
there was the screening in New York
city itself – where it ran for a full
year – to finally win over the skepti-

cal industry.
When the film was finally accepted by a dis-

tributor it of course went stellar, making Brown
a small fortune – only at the cost of terminal

burn out. Brown gave up the films, investing
instead in commercial swordfish fishing. And
in truth, Brown didn’t return to make another
surf movie for 20 years.

“I didn’t have to make another film. My
modus operandi has always been that of the
California beach bum. I don’t have an expen-
sive lifestyle, I don’t want for anything I
don’t already have, so after Endless
Summer, which took from ’64 to ’66, I did-
n’t do another film until On Any Sunday.
And after that I took another 10 or 15 years
off!”

Endless Summer almost inadvertently
spawned On Any Sunday. While touring in
Japan with Endless Summer, Brown had
seen the locals buzzing about on wee scoot-
ers, and so when he returned to the States he
bought one for his own use. Of course it
wasn’t long before a few mates got them too,
and when you’ve got two guys on a motor-
cycle, what have you got? A race. Soon the
boys were riding in the hills behind Brown’s
ranch at Dana Point. And from there came
the natural extension to joining in the races
and traveling to see the pros. Brown fell in
love with his new community. It was only
natural that that should prompt an urge to
film again.

“I guess I got into motorcycle riding late in
life (by now into his 30s), and after meeting
the people and seeing what they were like –
totally different to what the public percep-
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Bruce performs a helmet cam adjust-
ment on 1972 AMA Grand National
Champion Mark Brelsford. Brelsford’s
career ended in a massive fireball in
1973, when he rode into the back of
an almost stationary bike as he came
off the Daytona banking. He lived
through it, but was grievously
injured, and the accident became the
most famous cover ever on the
AMA’s monthly magazine.

Steve McQueen, Mert Lawwill, and Malcolm Smith; three guys on a
beach. If you haven’t seen On Any Sunday yet, where have you been?



this shot mean, what am I trying to say? It kind
of evolved from when we first started doing it,
when we’re saying no matter what it was, ‘it’s
highly skilled, it’s dangerous,’ it’s this, it’s that.
Then we figured we were saying the same
thing for everything. So we instead gave each
different element it’s own kind of personality.
Motocross guys were the young gay blades, the
desert racers were the loners, so that sort of
evolved.

“Some people like the narration. Some peo-
ple say, “Who is that fool?” For the most part,
people like it – the motorcycle crowd does –
but I recall the New York critics would say,
‘The guy sounds Howdy Doodie’ or some-
thing.”

When it came to the soundtrack – how much
is that etched on your memory? – Brown was
well practiced in getting what he wanted. For
Endless Summer he’d signed The Sandals to
create him a soundtrack from beginning to end.
But jazz-based melodies reminiscent of The
Beach Boys weren’t an obvious accompani-
ment to motorcycle action.

“When I was doing the surfing films you
could put any kind of music to it and it would
work, it would just change the mood slightly.
Suddenly here I was with the motorcycle thing
and I hadn’t thought too much about the music.
I started playing music but nothing worked.
The only thing close was Green Onions and
Hang ‘Em High by Booker T and the MGs.”

Hang ‘Em High was Clint Eastwood’s first

American-made Western, after his spaghetti-
western days, and if you see it, you’ll recognise
so many of the calling cards of Unforgiven.
The film’s theme tune, though, was the Hang
‘Em High track played by Booker T.  

“So I gotta hold of Booker T’s agent, I’d fig-
ured Booker T would be some washed up guy,
but his agent said, ‘Oh yeah, he could do some-
thing for a quarter of a million bucks.’ Then
someone told me the Hang ‘Em High tune was
written by Dominic Frontiere (author of quite a
few compositions for film and television at that
time), so I gotta hold of him and he got all
stoked, especially because all I cared about was
the music for my film – any other rights were
to be his. He was used to working with
Hollywood where they try and cripple you
every chance they can. So he did the whole
music, composed it, hired all the musicians and
the recording studios for $15,000. Which was a
hell of a deal.

“And the main title theme, where the lady
sings at the end, that was like a total shock. I’m
there at the studios and Dominic says there’s
this girl, Sally Stevens, he’s got coming for the
end of the recording session and she’s going to
sing a song she wrote. I’m thinking, ‘Oh God,
this is going to be a motorcycle mama’ or
something. But this young girl came in and
broke into song and I just couldn’t believe it,
she captured the whole mood of the thing.”

Of course probably none of us have ever
known it was Sally Stephens, or even to this

day, know who she is. Who she is, is one very
successful studio singer, as against recording
artist. Sally Stephens has sung on countless
musical scores for both TV and film, anything
from Forrest Gump to The Abyss, and here’s
the thing, that opening vocal to The Simpsons
– well, that’s Sally Stephens too. 

The Success
That the film succeeded so well and contin-

ues to do so to this day, is then as much based
on the elements of structure, of Brown’s hard-
won understanding of audiences, as it is to the
striking action images we see on screen.

Bearing in mind the recent success of
freestyle motocross videos, it was going to be
interesting to get Brown’s take on them. Does
he like them? 

“No. Don’t get me wrong, what they do is
unbelievable. But they’re making videos, not
films. I had some young relatives who came up
to see me, who have just started to ride. They’d
jump their bikes about an inch off the ground
and say, ‘What would Deegan do?’ They’d put
on a video and say, ‘Check this out Uncle
Bruce, this is so cool.’ So I’m looking at it and
the riders would be driving around in cars giv-
ing old ladies the finger and telling them to get
“effed.” And I’d say, ‘What is that?’ And the
kids said, ‘That’s nothing, that’s just lifestyle.’”

For Brown though, he sees modern racers
being pretty much like the racers he knew from
his film. 

“Like Jeremy McGrath walked up to me one
day and said, ‘I’m Jeremy McGrath. I race
Supercross,’ and I said, ‘Yeah, I know who you
are!’ ‘You do!?’ He seemed so surprised. I
think it’s a typical motorcycle trait, like with
Travis Pastrana too, they’re just real nice kids.”

And so, as you may have guessed from the
film – the racing, while it’s great, isn’t essen-
tially what turned Brown onto the sport. He’s
definitely a people person.

“I guess of all the riders I worked with on the
film, the guy I most related to was Malcolm
Smith. Because he did the kind of stuff we did,
you could go cow trailing with Malcolm or
whatever. Whereas the professional flat track-
ers, I couldn’t relate to those guys because they
were in a whole different time zone to me, you
know. I couldn’t imagine doing what they did.”

So what does Brown make of the film’s
enduring success?

“It’s humbling, you know? Endless Summer
is the same kind of thing. Both those films,
they were made from the heart. I didn’t think
about it at the time. I looked at it as my job and
I’ll make as good a job as I can. That they’ve
stayed around so long is err... is something I
really can’t explain.”

For a man who seems to always have the right
words for every occasion, perhaps it’s apt that
he should be struck speechless over this. Come
what may, after 40 years at the top, maybe it’s
time today’s motorcycle film makers revisited
this cinematic Greatest of All Time. There are
lessons in our past. �
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Adam Bonneur (who hit a tree on the second
lap), Fahringer and Klimek. “With Adam and
Nick, [I expected to finish] probably third,”
Klamfoth admitted. “[After] Adam was out—I
saw him—so I said, ‘There’s one more.’ I kept
pushing and saw Nick so I was like, ‘I’ve got to
catch him now, I guess.’”

Klamfoth passed Fahringer in the pits, thanks
in part to having a quick-fill system on his bike
while Fahringer’s FX450 retained the stock
locking screw-on gas cap. After that, it was
Klamfoth’s race, a confidence-boosting entry
into the Pro ranks.

After getting off to a slow start, Fahringer
was disappointed he missed the opportunity to
notch his first OMA Pro victory. “I thought I
was riding good, but when I started crashing, I
just started zoning out,” he confessed.

As for Klimek, the OMA regular was thrilled
to get on the podium, especially after being
plagued with problems at round one. In addi-
tion, the RM250 rider’s finish vaulted him into
the series points lead, giving the privateer from
Illinois extra incentive to follow the rest of the
new series.

Kawasaki-mounted Nathan Alering pestered
Klimek for much of the race but finished off
the podium in fourth while Daniel Janus put his
Gas Gas into fifth overall and first A as well as
the Open A win.

Coal Creek XC
Round 3; Oliver Springs, TN 1/16-17

One of the top names in Southern woods rac-
ing, Dustin Gibson, is thankful to have any
support this year. With Kawasaki cutting way
back on its program, KTM Regional Sales
Manager Jeremy Ketchum stepped forward and
offered his fellow Tennessean the basis for a
2010 racing effort.

Gibson responded by winning the Coal Creek
Cross-country National, round three of the
Parts Unlimited Off-road Motorcycle and ATV
Winter Nationals, in Oliver Springs, Tennessee,
aboard his 250 XC. “I just got back on the
KTM and I’m trying to get everything squared
away and get everything figured out again

[before the GNCCs and other big
races]. It’s not taking me too much, but
it’s just getting familiarized with the
KTM again and the two-stroke—it’s
been years since I’ve had a two-stroke!
It’s a lot different, and today out here
in the mud, it was a whole lot of fun!”

After some early dueling for the lead
with round two winner Zach
Klamfoth, as well as new Pro Michael
Williams, Gibson put in a series of
flawless laps that moved him steadily
away from YZ250-mounted Klamfoth
and the rest of the field at the very wet
Coal Creek Off-Highway Vehicle
Area.

Series Pro points leader Shane Klimek made
good on his promise to race his 1988 KDX200
at one of the events, figuring he’d save the wear
on his primary machine—the 2005 RM250 he
bought last year. It worked well for a while, as
he kept Klamfoth in sight until he stalled the
old air-cooled scoot and discovered that the
kickstarter was stuck in the folded-in position.
So, he lost about four minutes trying to bump-
start it and yielded third overall to Open A win-
ner Alan Westerfield, followed by class runner-
up Dillon Phelps. But Klimek did remain third
Pro over Williams who had problems of his
own, and the privateer from Illinois was the
final rider to complete seven laps of the mostly
virgin course. �

DP Brakes Hangman XC
Round 1: Hanging Limb, TN 11/7-8/09

Aweek after the final round of the Parts
Unlimited Off-road Motorcycle and

ATV Nationals, the Parts Unlimited OMA
Winter Nationals kicked off in Tennessee,
with the first of eight rounds in three states.
Locals dominated, with Jordan Ashburn tak-
ing the win over fellow Tennessean Chase
Bishop and Kentucky college student Shane
O’Banion.

With most top Pros ready for a deserved
break after a long season chasing the
GNCCs and/or OMAs, promoter Bill Gusse
designed the new winter series as a venue for
up-and-coming racers to get noticed, as well
as let him escape winters at home in Illinois.
Coincidentally, his new series will go head
to head with the established Mid-South Hare
Scrambles Series on four occasions, but
Gusse believes his events will offer some-
thing different.

It couldn’t have started much better weather-
wise. For a “winter” series, the DP Brakes
Hangman Cross-Country National near

Hanging Limb, Tennessee, seemed more
Indian summer and much nicer than the previ-
ous weekend’s Moose Run in Illinois. Add to
that a course laid out by landowner Daryl
Hoover with an eye toward making it less tech-
nical than a regular OMA for two reasons: 1)
To be less intimidating for the less experienced,
and 2), be passable should real winter weather
intervene.

Indeed, the course seemed to garner the most
praise. “The track was awesome, a real good
track!” Ashburn praised. “They threw some
tight sections in since the Saturday afternoon

fun race, and it was real fun.”
And he wasn’t the only one to

feel that way. In fact, about the only
complaints came from two Pros—
OMA regulars who ventured down
from Illinois to see what the new
series was all about. “The track was
really fast and rocky, and it was not
what I liked at all,” Shane Klimek
lamented. The gnarlier, the better
for him.

But the majority of competitors
over the weekend had a great time,
judging by the smiles and com-
ments. It signals good things to
come and possible growth for the
new game in town.

In the mean time, Gusse plans to
use the OMA Winter Nationals to
try a few new ideas for his regular

races, like a race day with separate events for
the Schoolboy/Super Senior/Women/Cs and
Pros/A’s/Bs (less lapped traffic and less over-
taking speed disparity is the reason) and credit
card-sized transponder scoring, with lap times
and place on monitors visible to the rider in the
chute as well as spectators/pit crews near the
scoring trailer. Both experiments also seemed
to be well received. Now the question is, is

there room for another series in the same
region at the same time? Stay tuned.

Motion Pro Boneyard XC
Round 2; Nashville, TN 12/5-6/09

Part of the reason Bill Gusse introduced
the new Parts Unlimited Off-road
Motorcycle and ATV Winter Nationals was
to give new names a chance to shine, and
that’s exactly what happened at the Motion
Pro Boneyard Cross-Country National in
Nashville, round two of the fledging series.
Fresh off his runner-up in Open A final
points after the regular
(spring/summer/fall) OMA Nationals,
Yamaha YZ250 racer Zach Klamfoth from
Ohio stepped up to the Pro division for the
first time and pulled off the win over
Husaberg’s Nick Fahringer, while Shane
Klimek nabbed third to keep the series
points lead.

Don’t think that Klamfoth had an easy
time of it, though, as he had to come through
the pack for this one. “I got the holeshot and
crashed in the first turn, [then] I crashed over
there in the woods—hit a tree and got tangled
up, like my foot got caught in the tree and
everybody got by me—and I just started pick-
ing people off [after that],” he said.

Among those he picked off were early leaders

Parts Unlimited Off Road Nationals

Ashburn the first winner in new OMA Winter Nationals
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by Mark Kariya

Jordan Ashburn controlled the Hangman from start to finish,
winning the first round of the inaugural OMA Winter Nationals.

Dustin Gibson ended up easily outdistancing the field to win the
Coal Creek in Tennessee, his first win of note in his return to KTM.

Despite  first-Pro-race jitters leading to early crash-
es, Zach Klamfoth won his Pro class debut.

Nick Fahringer had a slower pit stop take away time
in the Boneyard race, and couldn’t catch back up.
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began and thirty finished. We tip our hel-
mets to those hardy soles who persevered
to the end.

Sunday saw a clear blue canopy over-
head, and a more solid feel to terra firma.
As before, riders arrived with their trusty
steeds in tow, but instead of parking in the
previous day’s mud bog our hosts invited
everyone to a grassy hillside on higher
ground. What a difference a (better) day
can make. At 11:30 a.m. 56 riders set out
for competition with the previous day’s
muddy memories sliding to the back of

their consciousness.
Sunday’s loop con-
nected completely
different sections
than those of
Saturday, and even
took riders
through an
arched stone tun-
nel on their return
to the pit area.

The Granogue
events showcased
the best of the old
and new. Vintage
and modern bikes
showed up in
nearly equal

numbers. Their riders also varied great-
ly in age. Senior trials statesman Jerry
Young and son Mike were one of many
father and son pairs represented. Also
present were Mike and Jamic
Hightman, with their young son Devin,
who rode the event as a family. Mike
and Jamic selflessly accepted their fate
as DNFs to keep pace with their son,
who gathered valuable experience dur-
ing the day’s riding.

Of special note this year was the event

food, provided by chefs Eric Carpenter and
Barbara Foss. Along with the usual fare
patrons gave high marks for the chili and
scones.

As Sunday’s daylight ebbed to dusk,
Chris Kendig announced the rider’s

Agreat aspect of the sport of
observed trials is that com-

petition is held rain or shine. It
was both of these weather condi-
tions that greeted riders on
Saturday and Sunday in late
October, when the Tri-State
Trialers held court in
Centerville, Delaware.
Graciously hosted on the beauti-
ful Granogue Estate, the events
marked the closing of the
MAVT 2009 trials season.

Saturday dawned cloudy with
occasional peeks of blue show-
ing through the grey. Undaunted by the
overcast conditions, riders gathered by the
Brandywine River ready to take on the
challenges of weather and terrain.

The day’s events included the introduc-
tion of team competition, a feature new to
the Granogue trials. Teams were formed of
riders from each of the four lines of com-

petition, with the winning
team being the one with the
lowest combined score. As the
day progressed so did the
weather, with an ever-present
rain that took its toll on finish-
ers. Riders were challenged by
many a slippery slope, not
only in the sections but on the
connecting wooded trails.
Front fenders were removed,
with a two-fold effect of
allowing the front wheel to
again turn freely and also

deposit much mud on the faces of riders.
Nearing the end of the event the skies
opened completely in a deluge, as if to
claim the final victory. Forty-six riders

Trials Riding

Two very different days at a great location in Delaware
Photos by Roger Anable
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awards. Included at this year’s presentation
was special recognition of the “Coolest
Bike,” which was awarded to Hodaka rid-
ers Rick Mott and Dave Perrett. Laura
Paugh received the Mac DuPont award in
recognition of her years of contribution to
the observed trials sport. 

MAVT (Mid-Atlantic Vintage Trials) is a
group of trials enthusiasts, promoting the

sport of observed trials in the Mid-Atlantic
region of the U.S.A. They mainly follow
the vintage rules of the ‘70s, but welcome
and have classes for all trials bikes, includ-
ing the very latest modern models. Their
emphasis is on fun and recreating the days
when observed trials was a sport for just
about any trail rider. Visit their web site at
www.mavt.org/. �
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YANKEE TRADER

FRP CHAIN GUIDE
For most makes & models. Stronger than stock, wider

for o-ring chains, with replaceable wiper blocks.

COMPLETE INVENTORY FOR KDX200!
• OEM Parts • Aftermarket Parts

• Performance Parts • Complete Shop Services
• Large Inventory of Used KDX200 Parts

FREDETTE RACING PRODUCTS
31745 Dixie Highway • Beecher, IL 60401

708-946-0999 fax 708-946-3264
www.frpoffroad.com

a     b     d     f
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Want a free ad in Yankee Trader? Mail it into us, to the
address on page 3, or e-mail bossman@trailrider.com.
1982 Suzuki PE175 Restored & ready to go. Close to
$2500 invested-$1500 or BRO takes it! Milford, NH 603-
801-1819 Anytime.
2007 Husqvarna TC250 Parting out whole bike. Electric
start, 300cc kits, call for prices. Dale, 570-722-1909.
1975 Harley Davidson 125 Two-stroke. Runs. Title. $600
obo, 570-385-5105.
2007 KTM 250 XCW Fact. Conn. susp., skid plate,enduro
eng. seat, pipe, chain, and disc guards. Adult ridden and
maintained. $3500. Reading, Pa. Leave message @ 610-
223-9840.
2007 KTM 300XCW Like new,13 hours total time, two-
stroke with extras, skidplate, endoro engineering hand
guards, pipe guard, radiator guards, $4300 call 410-279-
6502. York Pa area.
2007 KTM 525EXC 460 miles, regular maintenance, new
tires, many extras, KTM hand guards, skid plate, clark
over sized tank, OEM tank included, radiator guards, rear
disc protection, pipe guard on the heel, fold away mirror,
street ready, $ 4950.00 call 410-279-6502 York PA area.
2005 Kawasaki KLR650 4560 miles, good condition,
Dohickie installed, front fork brace, moose skid plate,
happy trails panniers, stock and over sized windshields,
rubber mirror mounts, stainless muffler, lighting controls,
headlight protector, fold away highway pegs.  $3900 call
410-279-6502 York PA area.  
2006 KTM 250XCW VT Reg, Fact. Conn. susp., lights,
skid plate, shark fin, GPR stab., exc. cond. $3900, 802-
496-9279 or e-mail karyncolin@gmavt.net.
2005 KTM 200 EXC VT reg., Fact. Conn. susp., lights,
Rekluse, all guards, exc. cond., $3500. 802-496-9279 or
e-mail karyncolin@gmavt.net.
1985 Can-Am 320 61 miles, Hiro engine. $2500 or trade
for something interesting. 304-412-5145 days, 304-272-
5366 eves., West Virginia.
Kenda Knobby Tires We have a selection of Kenda tires
brand new and available for low-low prices. Millville,
Southwick, whatever we have in stock on closeout. Call
for details, 908-637-6385.



Iwas tempted to title this “The Day I
Died” but was afraid unappreciative

readers would rejoice too much and overload
the bartenders at Elks Clubs all over the coun-
try. The death in the story was not the normal
not breathing, no heartbeat, and cooling slowly
totally unresponsive sort.

It was worse than that, much worse.
And it was a difficult thing to watch. There I

was, standing there behind the lectern at a
three-star hotel facing a luncheon group, and
imagining and that the microphone on the
curved stalk was slowly turning into a ferocious
deadly snake.

Tears of despair were standing by ready to
begin coursing down my face and spattering off
like fireworks in the glare of hi-density spot-
lights aimed by the hotel electrician, who I had
antagonized so badly I knew he was wishing
the lights were death rays.

My offense had been to complain to the man-
ager that the lectern microphone produced a
constant background noise that sounded like a
tall moose peeing in shallow water.

I had also noticed that the emcee at last
evening’s Elk chicken dinner had secreted his
half of the door prize tickets on the lectern’s
lower shelf, where they would dribble off if the
next speaker might rap the thing to add addi-
tional emphasis for a point not being well taken
by the audience. It would not be a good idea to
rap anything right now as the audience seemed
to be approaching a killing mood and maybe
death by cobra wouldn’t be as bad as being dis-
membered.

I was barely into the twenty-two minutes of
snappy jokes and hilarity (suitable for mature
audiences) that I had contracted for, due to the
popularity of my Duct Tapes column carried by
various national motorcycle publications. I
almost had a co-career going as an after dinner
speaker. Usually at enduro award banquets,
where year end trophies were awarded to
deserving riders. This was the first luncheon
group I ever faced and I had already determined
it would be the last. 

Always, before this, I had ridden the group’s
Sunday enduro or dual-sport ride with a bor-
rowed motorcycle and done my best to enter-
tain them at that evening’s festivities, which
were always well received and often resched-
uled for the following year. My basic travel kit
was a well worn pair of Full-Bore boots topped
by a very comfortable Nolan helmet.
Necessities—band-aids, anti-diarrhea pills,
aspirin and Alleve—nestled nicely inside the
boots and I was good to go anywhere in the
known world with a current passport and green-
backs.

On a trip to the Black Jack Circuit in
Oklahoma, I mentioned to the local ramrod that

my razors had all reverted to rust. To my total
amazement a pack of throw-away razors were
delivered by Terry Cunningham, then the
National Enduro Champion. Terry was the only
person to say “You are a tough act to follow,
Hertfelder!” as we crossed a stage somewhere.

Things like that you tend to never forget.
The luncheon: twenty-two minutes.
“At ease men; I was an enlisted man myself

once!”
Usually a nice opening to a

group sprinkled with ex-ser-
vicemen, this one landed with
the soft thud of an over-
weight drunk rolling from
the bed of a pickup parked
on good sod.

The luncheon: eleven
minutes.

Halfway through,
and the audience
were still the
worst hand sitters
I’d ever encoun-
tered.

I attributed the
farce to the lack of
an open bar, which
normally I would
despise, but right now I
needed it.

Luncheon: six minutes.
The nearer tables were

showing a little reaction to
my Bultaco stories, which
I had honed for years before I
realized I was talking to the
model “T” Ford crowd and most
of them were long dead and
almost forgotten. Unless they left a
still-successful business to a deserv-
ing son-in-law who was in the audience.

Luncheon: two minutes.
There is a show business term called “flop

sweat,” and it was running down past my ears.
I can’t believe I’m going to finish this thing,

and truly, if I had a string of rosary beads handy
I would pull them out right here and start pray-
ing this would never happen again.

For a few seconds there I almost decided to
floor them with my true story of a wonderful
proceeding act I once met. This was at a strict-
ly men-only stag type of thing and this young
lady had the most astonishing stomach muscle
control  I’d ever seen. Due to the earlier twenty
minutes of yawns I wisely decided not to waste
my breath on these yokels.

I left the stage to deafening, absolute echoing
silence. And bounced off two wrong tables
because of the damn spotlights in my eyes and
found my almost-frozen coffee and celebratory

chocolate layer cake still waiting at my table.
The great cake was just making me feel a lit-

tle less let down when I spotted people
approaching anxious to buy the books I had
stashed under my chair.

After that miserable performance on the stage
I didn’t expect any buyers at all. And it’s always
a pleasure for a writer to autograph his book
when the buyer says “I already bought one last

month and I’m getting this for my brother.”
“What’s his name?”

“Harry, but we all call him shit
head.”

“No problem here, pal, but I do
draw the line at Mother
F*$#er.”

“That’s good to know, but
some of my friends will be
disappointed.”

“Live with it, pal, and step
aside, there’s somebody’s

mother next.”
I opened a fresh

book to the flyleaf
and asked the lady

who I was supposed to
dedicate this to and she

said, as I recall, “To the
ladies at the Muscogee

Quilters Society.”
I asked if any of them were

here with her and she told me
they ALL were here.
My twenty-two minutes had

gone so terribly wrong because the
promoter of the motorcycle gathering

couldn’t interest enough motorcyclists
in a talk by the worst dirt rider in the uni-

verse and a low-calorie lunch featuring
chicken cooked with the skin off. So the pro-

moter put all his talent into high gear and sold
his remaining tickets to the good ladies at the
Muscogee Quilters Society.

I thought I had done an extremely poor
address but, when you understand that I was
talking one-hundred percent motorcycles to a
bunch of nice older ladies who probably didn’t
even LIKE motorcycles, then maybe my death
could have been expected.

Thinking it over later, I was probably lucky
that the ladies hadn’t impaled me with thrown
cutlery. 

—Ed Hertfelder

Ed Hertfelder is a teller of tales and writer of
books, as well as author of the globally famous
Duct Tapes stories. Write him. Send him a self-
addressed stamped #10 envelope for a list of
Hertfelder columns from the past plus informa-
tion on Ed’s latest books, to P.O. Box 17564,
Tucson, AZ 85731. �
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